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Tourist spending
spikes as pound
sinks
by MARK DAVEY
editor@campbeltowncourier.co.uk

AS BREXIT fears grip
Britain, Kintyre appears to be enjoying a
tourism boom.
At Hall Street shop,
Coastal Design, proprietor Jane Logan
has noticed a boost in
tourist numbers this
year. This is mirrored
across the country with
the Ofﬁce for National Statistics stating that
the number of overseas
tourists visiting Scotland was nearly 30 per
cent higher in 2016’s
ﬁrst quarter compared
with the same three
months of 2015.
Mrs Logan has noticed a particular increase in the amount
spent by visitors to
Scotland from overseas, saying: ‘Because
of the pound’s exchange rate, non-British customers are keener to spend.’
The rise may have

Lori Smith, manager
of the Craigard House
Hotel said: ‘The hotel
had seen a boost in visitor numbers this year.
‘Figures are certainly up about ﬁve per
cent overall. July’s advanced bookings are
greater than they were
last year.
‘We’re already full
for next May for the
whisky festival –
Campbeltown Malts.’
Brexit’s potential impact upon the industry
is is on the minds of
those leading professional bodies and local
businesses alike.
The Scottish Tourism Alliance (STA)
has voiced its fear that
Britain’s exit from the
EU and uncertainty in
Sterling’s
exchange
rate could have a negative impact upon tourist numbers countrywide.

started pre-Brexit. A
trend is reﬂected by
ﬁgures showing that
expenditure by European tourists in Scotland was signiﬁcantly higher in the ﬁrst
quarter of 2016 than
the opening months of
2015.
Mrs Logan added: ‘January to March
was busier than it has
been in previous years.
I didn’t get the quiet
spell that I usually do.’
Economy
Tourism is at the heart
of Argyll’s economy.
Argyll and Bute Council’s website states that
‘14.9 per cent of employee jobs in Argyll
and Bute are in tourism
related activities.’
Councillor John Armour said the town
cafés seem exceptionally busy, with people
queuing at the Bluebell  See page two for
more on this story.
for much of Saturday.

Price 85p

INSIDE TODAY

Drummer takes
a trip on the
wild side
A BROADCASTER
and member of Scottish
band Deacon Blue visited Kintyre last week.
Full story, page 14.

Discover the
Wee Toon’s
Pokestops
GAMERS are going
Pokémon potty playing the latest viral
smartphone app.
Full story, pages four
and ﬁve.

Meet the
Salvation Army
new captains
Kathleen McMillan and Linda Robertson of Wee Toon Sports,
who will host an Odd One Out window. 25_c30window01

Prizes for young window shoppers
EAGLE-EYED youngsters could
be £10 better off each week till
August 13 in Campbeltown’s annual Odd One Out competition.
Nearly 50 retailers will have
an item in their window which
does not belong there and chil-

dren are challenged to spot it.
South Kintyre Development Trust
printed all the leaﬂets and posters this year. Competition forms
are available from D M Brown,
Main Street and Kintyre Shoe Co,
Longrow.

A WAYWARD youth’s
life was transformed
21 years ago.
Full story, page seven.

Boys’ Brigade
boss is ferry
unhappy
ANOTHER cancellation of the Ardrossan
to Campbeltown ferry
spoiled a Boys’
Brigade day out.
Full story, page three.
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Review of taxi ranks
to be carried out
Jeff Collins and Steve McGeachy Stock.
25_c30tourists01

A beautiful Wee Toon
full of friendly faces
A CANADIAN family on a genealogy visit
to Campbeltown spoke
of the fantastic service
they have received.
Jeff Collins, 50, from
Ontario and Steve
McGeachy Stock, 57,
said that Campbeltown
was the main focus for
their trip to Scotland.
Mr Stock said: ‘We
have been very impressed with Campbeltown, it is a beautiful
little town.
‘We have found people to be so friendly
and the service is fantastic.
‘My wife’s maiden
name is McGeachy and
she has lots of connections to Kintyre. Her
parents organised the

trip for her four siblings from Canada and
British Columbia.
‘We spent two nights
at the Argyll Arms in
Main Street and on
Sunday had great fun
exploring the Kilkerran Road cemetery.
‘Our only disappointment was with the
state of the old derelict locked-up graveyard beside the contemporary cemetery.
We sneaked in through
a hole in the wall.
‘Today we hope to
speak with butcher
Sweeney McGeachy
and indulge another passion, which is
for whisky, at Springbank, before heading
to Oban.’

CONFUSION about where to
hail a Campbeltown cab has
increased since the Town Hall
restoration was completed.
A public servant, who did not
want to be named, has claimed
that the temporary rank outside the Original Factory Shop
should revert to parking as the
historic taxi rank is outside the
Town Hall.
The man said: ‘I think the
temporary licence which was
in place for the duration of the
hall restoration has expired.’
A spokesperson from Argyll
and Bute Council said: ‘The
designated taxi rank at the town
hall had been supplemented by

a temporary one at the Original
Factory Shop during the town
hall renovations.
‘Both are in use pending a review of trafﬁc management in
the town.’
The Courier spoke to taxi
drivers at both locations here is
what they had to say.
Outside the Original Factory Shop, Joe McMillan said: ‘I
think it’s ﬁne. Absolutely ﬁne.
A lot of pensioners use the shop
and they sometimes struggle up
the hill to the other taxi rank,
especially when it’s raining,
so it’s much easier for them to
come straight out of the shop
and straight into a taxi.

‘We can huff and puff all we
like but it’s up to the council to
decide.’
At the same location, Billy
Morran said: ‘I don’t mind really but I prefer to be up there.
‘That’s where it rightfully
should be. It’s going to cause
an accident down here. It’s hard
to try and get out of the rank
with the trafﬁc lights.’
Up at the Town Hall, Stuart
MacLean said: ‘Having two
ranks is a good idea especially
on a Saturday night.
‘But it can be confusing for
the public and nobody has directed them or told them what’s
going on.’

Farm park fun for Boys’ Brigade
C A M P B E LT O W N
Boys’ Brigade took the
ferry to Ayrshire for a
fun ﬁlled day.
The young boys, aged
between ﬁve and nine,
and acting captain 1st
Campbeltown Boys’
Brigade, Alister Nimmo, enjoyed the attractions of the Heads of
Ayr Farm Park on Friday of last week.
Mr Nimmo said that
the visit was completely spoiled by the cancellation of the Ardossan to Campbeltown
ferry that evening,
leaving the party with a
four-hour bus journey.
For more on this story
see page three.

Mercury rises
as sun bakes
beaches

GLASGOW Fair holidaymakers enjoyed
a mini Kintyre heat
wave this week.
The caravan site at
Dunaverty beach was
packed on Tuesday as
temperatures of 29°C
were recorded.
Many sunbathers
cooled off in the sea
till late in the evening.
Thunder and lightning in the early hours
of Wednesday cooled
things down before
the sun reappeared.

Positive jobs
news for
18-24-year-olds
THE LATEST statistics show that 35 less
18-24-year-olds in Argyll and Bute are out
of work than this time
last year.
The total number
claiming various beneﬁts is 135. Following the recent news
of investment at the
Machrishanish wind
tower’s factory, Jobcentre Plus staff have
arranged a meeting
with CS Wind’s human resources to discuss how they can
help ﬁll vacancies.

Vermont
golfers
discover roots

Above:
Boys’ Brigade members Aiden Carey,
Jim Ewart, Ross
Gorman and Finn
McCallum.

Left:
Boys on the
bumping boats.

A HOSPITAL consultant and his wife visiting Machrihanish on a
golf and walking holiday were surprised
to ﬁnd their name is
common on Kintyre.
The couple named
Cofﬁeld, told a Courier reporter at the
Old Clubhouse Pub,
that they visited Zenas fashion shop on
Longrow where owner Zena Cofﬁeld told
them about the origin
of the name.

Telephone 01586 555000
Suppliers info@windtowersscotland.com
Recruitment hr@windtowersscotland.com
Kintyre’s biggest private employer - get in touch to find out about opportunities to join us PO Box 9263 Campbeltown, Argyll, PA28 6WA
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Anyone for
tennis?

ANDY MURRAY
wannabes seeking a
slice of glory should
head for the tennis
club’s men’s singles
tomorrow (Saturday).
Entry is by draw and
the action starts at
10am sharp.

Plans for a
Men’s Shed

IT IS hoped to turn
part of Castlehill’s former police station into
a Men’s Shed.
A meeting next Friday July 29 at 5.30pm
in the TSI Ofﬁce, 22
Longrow, will discuss
the plans. To ﬁnd out
more call Ian McVicar
on 01586 554744.

£2million fund
available

APPLICATIONS to
the Children, Young
People and Families and Adult Learning and Empowering
Communities Project Fund (CYFEIF and
ALEC Fund) are now
open.
The Scottish Government funding is available to the third sector
to support preventive
work with children,
young people and families. For further information call 0131
444 4027.
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Boys’ Brigade leader lashes
out at ‘atrocious ferry service’
THE LEADER of a
Campbeltown youth
organisation is incensed that a cancelled
ferry spoiled an Ayrshire excursion.
In a letter to the chief
executive of Caledonian MacBrayne (CalMac), Martin Dorchester, copied to the ﬁrst
minister and transport
minister, Alister Nimmo, the acting captain 1st Campbeltown
Boys’ Brigade, wrote:
‘I am forced to write
to you for the second
time within a month
about the atrocious ferry service your company provides to Campbeltown.’
Last Friday’s 6.20pm
ferry departure from
Ardrossan to Campbeltown was aborted at
the last moment.
No back-up
Mr Nimmo claimed
that poor contingency
planning meant there
was no proper backup plan and his boys,
aged from ﬁve to nine,
waited more than an
hour for a bus and did
not get back to Campbeltown until 11.30pm,

after a four-hour journey.
Mr Nimmo said: ‘We
were told that there
might be a cancellation
of the evening ferry
and that we should regularly contact the port
during the day.
‘This we did and each
time it was conﬁrmed
that the ferry would be
sailing.
Informed
‘We returned to Ardrossan at 6pm and on
arrival I was informed
that as far as they knew
the ferry to Campbeltown would be sailing.
‘Shortly after the
Arran ferry departed at
6.20. We were told that
the captain had just
advised that the ferry
to Campbeltown would
not sail due to technical problems and
weather conditions.
‘We have it on good
authority from parents who stayed in
Campbeltown all day
that there was no bad
weather and, in fact,
very little wind.’
A CalMac spokesman
said: ‘The cancellation
of this service was a re-

The MV Isle of Arran leaves Campbeltown. 25_c30ferry01
sult of the deterioration
in weather that caused
the ship’s master to alter his decision to sail.
‘Unfortunately
the
last minute nature of
the decision meant that
the staff had little time
to plan for the disruption with the result that
communication with
customers may not
have been as comprehensive as they should
expect, for which, we
apologise.
‘While this cancellation is regrettable, the
safety of passengers
and crew needs to be
the number one priori-

ty and is central to any
decision not to sail.’
Mr Nimmo added:
‘The people of Campbeltown take the view
that CalMac does not
want to run the service to Campbeltown
and it is using the ferry
cancellations to sicken
people from using the
ferry.
‘In addition, the fre-

quent cancellations are
beginning to affect the
number of visitors who
would wish to use this
service.’
Stranded
He also said that
knowing there was a
likelihood of cancellation, a back-up plan for
what to do with stranded passengers should
have been in operation.

Mr Nimmo added: ‘We were told that
the delay in the arrival of the bus was due
to the Open golf tournament.
‘This is another example of lack of planning. It should have
been planned for long
before, as cancelling
the ferry is becoming a
regular occurrence.’

a Mull Theatre production

A bittersweet, light
romantic comedy of
love and loss set in
the projection booth
of a Glasgow cinema,
during the Second
World War

MOVIE
TIME
Mull & Argyll Tour!
15 July - Mull Theatre 7.30pm, Tickets 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
19 July - Tarbert Village Hall 7.30pm, 01880 820310/comar.co.uk
20 July - Carradale Village Hall 8pm, Tickets 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
21 July - Gigha Village Hall 8pm, Tickets 01688 302211/comar.co
23 July - Scalasaig Village Hall 7.30pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
26 July - Ballachulish Village Hall 7.30pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
27 July - North Connel Hall 7.30pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
28 July - Iona Hall 8pm, Tickets 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
29 July - Mull Theatre 7.30pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
1 Aug - Mull Theatre 7.30pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
12 Aug - Mull Theatre 7.30pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
15 Aug- Mull Theatre 7.30pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
16 Aug - Bunessan Hall 8pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
17 Aug - Astley Hall, Arisaig 8pm, Tickets from Post Oﬃce/01687 450263
18 Aug - Muck Hall, Isle of Muck, 7.30pm Tickets on the door
22 Aug - Atlantic Islands Centre, Luing, 7.45pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
23 Aug - Appin Village Hall, 8pm, from 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
24 Aug - Sunart Centre, Strontian, 8pm, 01397 709228/sunartcentre.org
25 Aug - Mull Theatre 7.30pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk
26 Aug - Mull Theatre 7.30pm, 01688 302211/comar.co.uk

01688 302211/COMAR.CO.UK
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Oban to
host Gaelic
gathering
A CONFERENCE
for individuals and
organisations interested in the Gaelic language will be held in
Oban.
The Argyll and
Bute Council gathering will take place
in the Corran Halls
in Oban on Saturday
August 20 from 10am
to 4pm.
Councillor Robin Currie, Argyll and
Bute’s policy lead for
Gaelic, said: ‘This is
a great opportunity
for people across
Argyll to come
together, share ideas
and explore if more
can be achieved by
working together to
promote the language
and culture.’
To register for the
event contact Laura
Macdonald at laura.
macdonald@argyllbute.gov.uk.

www.campbeltowncourier.co.uk
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Wee Toon catches them all Nin

Some of the town’s places of worship hav
by CLAIRE THOMSON
editor@campbeltowncourier.co.uk

The Scottish Episcopal Church is on the PG app. 25_c30pokego02

UNTIL
last
week,
Campbeltown’s Linda
McCartney Memorial
Garden was a destination
for Beatles fans. Now it
is also a Pokestop.
The
Wee
Toon
has not been immune to the computer
gaming viral sensation,
Pokémon Go (PG),
which has captivated the
nation’s gamers on their
smartphones.
With the app on a
mobile, players walk
around towns and cities
hunting monsters in reallife locations – and the
memorial is just one of
many gamers’ pit stops.
Problems
Already, though, there
have been problems
with people glued to
their mobiles not watch-

ing the ground – and in
California a man fell off
a cliff.
Pokestops are places of
note or interest in a town
which players visit to
collect items necessary
to advance in the game.
Pokestops
discovered so far by the Courier are as follows:
Campbeltown
Town
Hall, Scottish Episcopal Church, the Rotary
Club Stone, the Cross of
Ivar MacEachern, Victoria Hall, the Old Gaelic Church of Lochhead,
Glengyle
Distillery,
Saint Kieran’s Catholic
Church, Campbeltown
Old Post Ofﬁce and the
George Armour of Chicago Monument.
Players who have
reached level ﬁve or

above will also be able
to access so-called gyms
across the town, where
they can battle other
players’ Pokemon.
Those who feel that the
site of any Pokestop is
disrespectful or disruptive can contact Niantic,
the company responsible
for the game’s creation.
Kathleen McMillan,
vice-chairperson of Kintyre Youth Enquiry Services (KYES) said she’d
like to see the KYES
building become a
Pokestop.
She said: ‘I think if it
was a Pokestop we’d
get loads of kids in. The
town hall’s a Pokestop
and I saw about 20 kids
standing outside there.’
Some of the town’s
places of worship have
also become Pokestops,
in keeping with a nationwide trend.

ScottishField

®

2017

GOING THE
EXTRA MILE?
2017 NOMINATIONS

OPEN 1 AUGUST
Visit www.scottishruralawards.org for more details
OUR SPONSORS
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ave also become Pokestops
The Courier spoke
to the newly-arrived
Campbeltown Salvation
Army (SA) captains,
Ruth and Bob Russell,
about the possibility of
the SA becoming involved with the game.
Mr Russell said that
discussions would need
to be had with the SA
community.
Mrs Russell said that
turning the SA Hall into
a Pokestop was ‘something that we could do’
but emphasised that the
decision was not entirely
theirs to make.
Several churches have
successfully
attracted
young people to their
buildings after applying
to become a Pokestop.
Although
most
Pokestops are chosen by
game developers, now
businesses and community leaders can request

the installation of a stop.
When asked if being
a Pokestop would bring
youth to the SA, Mrs
Russell said: ‘I’d imagine we would do. It’s
such a new thing just
now.
‘I’ve heard bad reports
and I’ve heard good reports about it – like the
mother who said it really
helped her autistic child.
‘I just don’t know
enough about it at the
moment.’
Welcome
Lorne and Lowland
Church on the Longrow
is not currently a
Pokestop, but its minister, the Reverend Phillip
Wallace, said: ‘I would
welcome Pokemon to
the church. If it gets
people out and about to
places they would not
normally go, it has got
to be a good thing.’

Summer bedding at the Linda McCartney memorial garden. 04_c30mccartneygarden01

CAMPBELTOWN MOTOR COMPANY
MANAGERS SPECIALS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!!

2016 (16) Peugeot 508 1.6 BHDI 120 Active Diesel

2016 (16) Peugeot 2008 1.6 BHDI 120 Allure Diesel

Quality Used Peugeot Cars
2015 (64) Peugeot 2008 1.6 HDI 115 Feline Diesel. Grey, 13500 miles, glass roof, satellite navigation, alloys ......... Now £12995
2014 (64) Peugeot 208 1.6 GTI 200 Prestige. White, 13000 miles, glass roof, satellite navigation, private sale ........ Now £12495
2015 (64) Peugeot 2008 1.6 HDI 92 Allure Diesel. Red, 20000 miles, parking aid, alloys, half leather, grip control... Now £11995
2014 (14) Peugeot 208 1.6 GTI 200 Prestige. Red, 19000 miles, glass roof, satellite navigation, private sale ........... Now £11995
2012 (62) Peugeot 508 2.0 HDI 140 SR Diesel. Silver, 22000 miles, satellite navigation, alloys, CD ..... Was £10495 Now £9495

Grey, 2000 miles, satellite navigation, bluetooth, alloys, rear parking sensors,
climate control, auto lights/wipers, leather steering wheel.

Black, delivery mileage, grip control, half leather interior, alloys, auto lights/
wipers, USB connectivity, climate control.

List Price £24650 Was £18995

List Price £19560 Was £16995

Our Price £17995

2016 (65) Peugeot 208 1.6 BHDI 100 GT Line Diesel

Our Price £15995

2016 (16) Peugeot 208 1.6 BHDI 75 Active Diesel

2014 (64) Peugeot 208 1.4 HDI 70 Style Diesel. Grey, 9800 miles, satellite navigation, parking aid .........Was £9995 Now £9495
2014 (64) Peugeot 208 1.2 VTI 82 Active Petrol. Silver, 9700 miles, bluetooth, alloys, cruise control ......Was £8995 Now £8495
2012 (12) Peugeot 508SW 1.6 HDI 115 Active Diesel. Blue, 48000 miles, glass roof, alloys, auto lights/wipers ........ Now £7995
2013 (13) Peugeot 208 1.2 VTI 82 Allure Petrol.White,17800 miles,half leather interior,auto lights/wipers . Was £8595 Now £7995
2012 (62) Peugeot 208 1.2 VTI 82 Active Petrol. Silver, 10400 miles, bluetooth, alloys, cruise control ....Was £8495 Now £7995
2012 (62) Peugeot 308 1.6 HDI 92 Access Diesel. Silver, 19500 miles, air conditioning, CD player, £20 road tax ...... Now £7495
2013 (13) Vauxhall Corsa 1.2 16V Energy Petrol. White, 35000 miles, alloys, air conditioning, leather steering wheel Now £4995
2008 (58) Vauxhall Astra 1.4 SXI VVT 3 Door. Black, 60100 miles, alloys, air conditioning, radio/CD player. .............. Now £2995
2014 (14) Peugeot 208 1.4 HDI 70 Access+ Diesel. Red, 9500 miles, CD player, air conditioning, £0 road tax.......... Now SOLD
2013 (13) Peugeot 308 1.6 HDI 92 SR Diesel. White, 28000 miles, satellite navigation, bluetooth............................... Now SOLD
2008 (08) Peugeot 307SW 1.6 HDI 90 SE Diesel. White, 68000 miles, glass roof, parking aid, tow bar, 6CD changer Now SOLD

Grey, 5000 miles, glass roof, reversing camera, half leather interior, sports
steering wheel, auto lights/wipers, USB connectivity, GT styling.

White, 700 miles, alloys, leather steering wheel, USB connectivity, air
conditioning, bluetooth, colour screen.

List Price £18615 Was £15995

List Price £15865 Was £13995

Our Price £12995

2012 (12) Ford Transit 2.2 TDCI 125 T350 RWD. 70000 miles, 1 owner, fully ply-lined & shelved, private sale... Now £7995 + VAT

2016 (16) Peugeot 108 1.2 VTI 82 Allure Petrol

2015 (15) Peugeot 208 1.6 HDI 92 Allure Diesel

DRIVE THROUGH CAR WASH NOW FULLY OPERATIONAL

Our Price £13995

Commercial Vehicles

We are open Monday to Friday 8:00 – 17:30 and every Saturday 8:30 – 13:00

www.campbeltownmotorcompany.co.uk

Campbeltown Motor Company, Snipefield, Drumore, Campbeltown 01586 552030
White, 1000 miles, full leather interior, alloys, reversing camera, bluetooth,
USB connectivity, colour touch screen, LED running lights.

List Price £13010 Was £11995

Our Price £10995

Grey, 8200 miles, alloys, auto lights/wipers, leather steering wheel, climate
control, USB connectivity, bluetooth.

Was £10995

Our Price £9995

Finance available – please ask for details
All of our quality used vehicles and vans can be viewed at www.campbeltownmotorcompany.co.uk
Call now to speak with our sales team or attend our showroom, no appointment necessary.
Alternatively email us at cmc@peugeotmail.co.uk.
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Family on a mission

CAMPBELTOWN’S recently installed Salvation Army ofﬁcers deserve praise after relocating from one end of Britain almost to the
other.
On Monday they joked that their 600-mile
move is almost like a missionary going overseas. After nearly a decade on England’s
south coast, there will be some adjustments
to make.
It did not seem to faze Captain Ben Russell
and his wife Ruth as they chatted to regulars
at last Saturday’s coffee morning.

Are tourist numbers up?

THERE seem to be some positives in Kintyre’s tourism economy. Many foreign tourists will be feeling a bit ﬂush as their dollars
and euros go further.
On a recent trip to Glasgow, a German
hitchhiker told a Courier reporter that he was
able to afford a better hand-drum than the one
he was going to buy because of the pound’s
drop.
The Malts festival seems to be taking off
and one hotel is already fully booked for next
May but other hotels are not so sure. The reliability of the ferry has again been questioned.
If it keeps being cancelled, Campbeltonians
and those from afar will stop making it part
of their plans.

Gaming app’s tourism boost

COULD Nintnedo’s Pokémon Go app inadvertently be a great tourist tool? It is directing players, many of whom are quite young,
to discover places, statues and buildings they
may never have noticed before.
Suddenly many venues, including churches,
can see why it might be advantageous to be
marked on a Google map.
who’s who at your

Campbeltown Courier
Main and Longrow South Campbeltown PA28 6AE
Tel: 01586 554646
Senior Reporter:
Mark Davey
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Gauldrons more
than pay their way

Sir,
Please forgive yet another intervention in this correspondence, but some statements
made in the June 10 issue
invite comment.
I have not followed the
Facebook campaign but think
Jennifer Kelly protests too
much in denouncing the use
of the name ‘Gauldrons’ as
misleading.
I believe most people would
think of the area south of the
Uisead where the vista opens
up as being the beginning of
‘the Gauldrons’.
This – between the Gauldrons bay and the Uisead
‘point’ – is the proposed site,
as Mr Miller is aware.
Perhaps ‘bullying’ is too
strong, but a statement that
the existing facility will be
closed if permission is not
granted for the new development can hardly be considered anything but a threat.
Naturally the seabird observatory cannot object to
its immediate neighbour and
funder; and if the Fessenden
relics have not been turned
into a ‘visitor attraction’ festooned with ‘information’,
perhaps that is because in
such a setting people prefer
them to speak for themselves.
Miss Kelly is optimistic that
the shed-type buildings will
blend into their surroundings: if the precedent of the
existing clutter of ugly structures on Uisead is followed,
this is not very likely.
I suspect there are few
tourists who come to this
area speciﬁcally to view

CAMPBELTOWN COURIER, Friday 22 July, 2016

ﬁsh farms. It is not easy to
cavil at any proposal which
purports to add or preserve
jobs. However, a balance
must be struck and the evidence shows that on economic grounds in attracting visitors, the Gauldrons
more than pay their way.
Dugald Barr,
Machrihanish.

MP must check
his figures

Sir,
Brendan O’Hara MP, in his
letter to the Courier on July
8, writes that the EU is the
top destination for Scottish
exports worth £11.6 billion
in 2014 with more than
300,000 jobs dependent.
There is a slight inaccuracy in this or perhaps Mr
O’Hara prefers to be selective in his facts.
Scotland also exported £48.5 billion to the rest
of the UK with more than
a million jobs involved so
his maths isn’t great if he
calculates the £11.6 billion as 42 per cent of Scotland’s exports. £48.5 billion is more than four times
greater than £11.6 billion,
making the rest of UK a
far more critical market.
He continues that Scotland’s farmers and those involved in tourism were in
no doubt that being in the
EU was good for business
but he makes no mention of
Scottish ﬁshermen.
I believe he will ﬁnd they
are far less enthusiastic
about membership, a membership that has resulted in
a severe degradation of the
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ﬁshing industry since we
had to open our waters to
EU member countries.
A quick check will also
reveal a great many of
his constituents are involved directly or indirectly
in the ﬁshing industry.
So Scotland voted to remain, as did London and
other cities but the UK overall voted to leave.
That is called democracy,
Mr O’Hara. Get used to it.
Brian Gee,
Lefkara,
Carradale East.

A hindrance
to Brexit

Sir,
Once Britain applies under
Article 50 to leave the EU,
a lengthy process will begin.
During this time the likes of
Mandelson, Kinnock and
Heseltine will continue to
spread doom and gloom in an
attempt to change the democratic decision of the people.
Many conditions will be
demanded before an exit is
agreed. No doubt due to these
conditions another referendum will be held in the hope
that the people will vote the
‘correct’ way.
There is a simpler and
quicker way to leave the EU.
An Act of Parliament took
us in so the repeal of the Act,
the 1972 European Communities Act, would immediately cancel our membership.
Payments to the EU could
be stopped, a start could be
made to secure our borders
and we could take back control of our territorial waters.
In negotiations with the

EU or anybody else we
would be in a strong position as we offer a market of
over 60 million people.
Quite simply, we would be
in the driving seat rather than
in discussions about what direction we should be taking.
There is widespread confusion over how we should
cope with immigration.
Again the answer is simple: no person should be
admitted to Britain unless
they have a job arranged,
can speak English and have
a good health record. Problem solved.
William W Scott,
North Berwick.

Sturgeon should
govern Scotland

Sir,
A brief response to Brendan
O’Hara’s letter in the Courier July 8.
Can I remind him that 1.7
million citizens of the UK,
of which Scotland is part,
voted to leave the EU.
Perhaps instead of bleating about the result that did
not go his way he should
concentrate on the beneﬁts that leaving the EU will
bring to a sovereign state
free from the corrupt, unelected bunch of politicians
who haven’t audited their
accounts in decades.
Nicola Sturgeon and other MSPs should try governing Scotland and forget
independence and trying to
stay in the EU, the latter of
which will never happen.
Keith Abendroth,
Loch View Avenue,
Campbeltown.

Letters to the Editor,
Campbeltown Courier, Main and Longrow South, Campbeltown, Argyll PA28 6AE
emails to:editor@campbeltowncourier.co.uk
facebook.com/campbeltowncourier twitter.com/campbeltowncour
PRESS POLICY
WE AT The Campbeltown Courier endeavour to ensure that all our reports are fair and accurate and
comply with the Editors’ Code of Practice set by the Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO).
We realise, however, that mistakes happen from time to time.
If you think we have made a significant mistake and you wish to discuss this with us, please let us
know as soon as possible by any of the three methods: emailing editor@campbeltowncourier.co.uk;
telephoning the senior reporter on 01586 554646 or write to the Editor at Wyvex Media, Crannog Lane,
Lochavullin estate, Oban, PA34 4HB.
We will attempt to resolve your issue in a timeous, reasonable and amicable manner. However, if you
are unsatisfied with our response, you can contact IPSO, which will investigate the matter. You can either
telephone IPSO on 0300 123 2220 or email inquiries@ipso.co.uk. IPSO is an independent body which
deals with complaints from the public about the editorial content of newspapers and magazines. We will
abide by the decision of IPSO.

THE EDITOR welcomes letters of no more than 200
words for publication on this page.
The Editor reserves the right to shorten, to amend or
to refuse to print them. Names and addresses must be
supplied to indicate good faith, although these details
can be withheld from publication. Telephone numbers,
if available, are also appreciated. Anonymous letters
cannot be considered. Please write to: Letters, The
Campbeltown Courier, Main and Longrow South,
Campbeltown, Argyll, PA28 6AE. Fax (01586) 553006.
email editor@campbeltowncourier.co.uk
E-mailed letters can only be considered if they have a
name, full address and telephone number.
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Salvation Army captains march
into town

by MARK DAVEY
editor@campbeltowncourier.co.uk
AN EPIPHANY 21
years ago changed the
wayward life of a Salvation Army (SA) captain who has moved to
Campbeltown.
On Sunday Captain
Ben Russell, 43, and
his wife Ruth, 50, were
ofﬁcially installed at
the Salvation Army
church as its new ofﬁcers.
Captain Ben said:
‘Before I converted to
Christianity in 1995 I
lived a pretty wayward
lifestyle. I was a very
heavy rocker with below shoulder length
black hair and a biker
look.
‘Ruth and I both grew
up in Harwich but our
paths had not crossed
until we met through
the Salvation Army.’
Pilgrimage
Earlier in the month,
the family including
children Leah, 11 and
Jonathan, 6, made a
pilgrimage to Kintyre,
of more than 600 miles,
from the SA church in
the East Sussex seaside
town of Eastbourne.
They had worked at
that church for nine
years after ﬁve years
in Bury St Edmunds

Mollusc
harvesting

LEVELS of algal toxins which halted harvesting of mussels,
oysters, cockles and razor clams two weeks
ago have not subsided.
Argyll and Bute
Council’s
environmental health and food
standards team has issued a further warning and added Ardkinglas, Loch Fyne to the
other restricted areas
which are: Loch Striven; Kilbrannan Sound
– Campbeltown Loch;
Kildalloig Bay; Carradale Bay; Machrie Bay
(Arran); Saddell Bay;
Pirnmill (Arran) and
Loch Fyne, Ardcastle
Bay.

in Suffolk. Eastbourne
has a population of
about 90,000 and Ben
said there is quite a bit
of poverty. Although
still by the sea he sees
challenges ahead.
Ben added: ‘Our vision is for a family- based church – we
have 25 children coming on a Sunday.
Recognised
‘Campbeltown is a
massive difference in
population. We are already walking down
the street and being
recognised. The intimacy and fellowship of
this community is what
appeals to us.
‘We are a mainstream
denomination. Underpinned by a Christian
religion like any other
church. The SA balances Christian belief with
social action.’
The couple, who married in 1997, qualiﬁed
in 2002 after a twoyear course at Denmark
Hill, London – the only
Salvation Army college in the UK.
Captain Ruth said:
‘The SA has been my
family. I am a ﬁfth generation Salvationist.
‘Once SA ofﬁcers are

The Russell family, Captain Ben Russell, Leah, 11, Captain Ruth Russell and Jonathan, 6. 25_c30sarmy01
qualiﬁed they agree
to go wherever they
are sent. In February
2015 we received an
email, as do all ofﬁcers
who are moving. It is
called the general farewell and we were told
that we would be reap-

pointed to Campbeltown. It was a bit of a
surprise.
‘Typically the minimum stay these days is
about ﬁve years.’
Leah said that there
were some tough conversations, adding: ‘I

already knew that I
would probably not
spend my whole childhood in one place.’
Dad Ben added:
‘Leah was coming to
the end of primary
school and will start at
Campbeltown Gram-

mar School in August.
Jonathan is about to
start at Castlehill primary.
‘The last two years
have been quite draining pastorally. Perhaps,
though we also had the
insecurity of uprooting

and moving, but that
was the promise we
made when we became
ofﬁcers.
‘I like a McDonald’s
and the nearest is twoand-a-half hours away.
‘Our job is a true vocation, it is 24/7.’
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Artmap’s open studios
scheme is back again

ARGYLL’S premier open studio map
invites visitors to joint the red dots as
they seek out open studios.
Artmap Argyll, now in its ninth
year, runs from Friday to Monday,
August 26 to 29.
Featured Kintyre artists include
Ann Thomas, Wilma MacKenzie,
Richard Kennedy and Christine Russell, and regional venues are Glenbarr Cafe and Templar Arts and
Leisure Centre.
Artmap chairman Christopher Cox
said: ‘Our vision is to ensure that Argyll is recognised as a vibrant, creative hub. Our annual Red Dot Studio
Trail is Argyll’s premier visual arts
event. Last year more than 5,600 studio visits resulted in £47,000 worth
of sales.’

The Time Frequency perform on stage.

Rock ravers roll into town
by Claire Thomson
editor@campbeltowncourier.co.uk
GLASWEGIAN
rave
legends The Time Frequency (TTF) will bring
the party to Campbeltown this month.
The all-standing concert in the Victoria Hall
on August 20 is set to be
a highlight of this year’s
Mull Of Kintyre Festival
(MOK Fest).
Support for the 1990s

stars will be provided
by teenage underground
sensation DJ Rankin,
along with Campbeltown band, Gullion.
The recently reformed
TTF bring their live
show to Campbeltown
following sell-out concerts at Glasgow’s Barrowland and the O2
Academy.

Frequently cited as
Scotland’s ﬁrst techno
act, TTF were formed
in Glasgow in 1989 and
enjoyed a meteoric rise
to the top of the techno
scene.
The act’s ﬁrst ﬁve singles reached number one
in the UK, including the
anthem Real Love which
reached number seven in
the charts.
This year sees the return of TTF to Scotland’s live music venues

COMMUNITY NOTICEBOARD
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£4.41

You can order photos
that appear in the
Campbeltown Courier and
the Argyllshire Advertiser

Simply contact the Courier or Advertiser
ofﬁce with the date of publication and the
code printed alongside the photograph
(photographs that do not have codes have been submitted by
private individuals and are therefore ineligible for this offer)
Please add £1.30 to your total order if you require delivery
of photographs to cover postage and packing

Campbeltown Courier
Longrow South
Campbeltown
PA28 6AE
01586 554646

Argyllshire Advertiser
Argyll Street
Lochgilphead
PA31 8NB
01546 602345

CAMPBELTOWN
MEN'S SHED

Next meeting
Friday 29th July
at 5.30pm
in the Argyll & Bute TSI
Office
21 Longrow South,
Campbeltown.
To find out more, please
call Ian on 01586 554744.
All Welcome.

Mairi Semple Fund for
Cancer Relief & Research

FLOWER FESTIVAL

"That's Entertainment"
At A'Chleit Church
28th - 30th July
Thurs - 10.30am - 8pm
Fri - 10.30am - 7pm
Sat - 10.30am - 5pm
Admission £4
including tea.

adverts@campbeltowncourier.co.uk
adverts@argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk
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and the release of their
long-awaited new album, Futurelands.
Support act D J Rankin
has built on his success on the underground
music circuit and a large
online following to play
countless gigs across the
country.
Kintyre
three-piece
Gullion will be performing for the ﬁrst time at
the Victoria Hall during
the Saturday night concert in their supporting

Send
your photos
and stories to
editor@campbeltown
courier.co.uk

Skipness

Sale of Work and Dance
Family Ceilidh Dance
Friday 22nd July 8.30pm
Ross McPherson Band
Sale of Work
Wednesday 27th July 3pm
stalls, teas, raffles & fun
events (all ages)
Skipness Village Hall

slot.
Tickets for this event
and all MOK Festival events are available
from A P Taylors, Main
Street,
Campbeltown
and online from Ticketweb at www.ticketweb.
co.uk or by calling
08444 771 000.
For updates and full
festival information, visit
www.mokfest.com
or
email mokfest@hotmail.
com.

Abseiling adrenaline
junkies are needed

DOES Kintyre have any abseil adventurers? If so, the Stroke Association’s Nightfall Abseil could be the
perfect challenge.
First-timers are welcome to a fundraising abseil at the Titan Crane in
Clydebank, West Dunbartonshire, on
Saturday October 29.
Registration costs £15 and abseilers
need to raise a minimum of £100.
For more information, call 0131
555 7251 or email nightfallabseil@
stroke.org.uk.

To advertise in the community noticeboard
call 01586 554646 or 01546 602345

TABLE TOP
SALE

Ardrishaig
Public Hall
Saturday 30th July
11am - 3pm
Please ring to
book a table
01546 606134

ZamScotEd SCIO
(SC0389694)

Coffee, Cake
& Crafts
Saturday 23rd
July
10am-12 noon
Lochgilphead
Parish Hall

Kintyre Crafters' Group

Craft Fair
Peninver Hall
Saturday 23rd &
Sunday 24th July
10am - 4pm

Come along, support Marie
Curie, see some new locally
hand made goodies.

Teas/Coffees/Soup/Rolls

MID ARGYLL ART SOCIETY
49th ANNUAL EXHIBITION
(In conjunction with Mid-Argyll Camera Club)

Monday 15th August - Saturday 20th August 2016
LOCHGILPHEAD DRILL HALL

Times of opening:
Monday - Friday 10am - 8pm
Saturday 10am - 2pm
Handing in: Saturday 13th August, 10am - 4pm at
Lochgilphead Drill Hall.
Entry Fee - £3.00 per painting, up to 5 works.
All paintings must be ready to hang and have name,
address, title and price (if for sale) on the back. Only
original paintings and drawings may be exhibited (not
computer generated).
If submissions exceed hanging space, the hanging
committee will undertake the final decision.
Enquiries to:
Angus MacNeill 01546 603074
Vicky Lyon 01546 603281
David Murray 01546 605284

Ardrishaig Gala Day
Saturday 23rd July
Opening Parade led by
Mid Argyll Pipe Band
- Pier Square to North Car Park for a
2pm start
Stalls & games on the Front Green,
Amusements, burger van, vintage bus display,
Coastguard & fire engine.
Teas, coffees and home baking in the North Hall.
A fun family day out - hope see you all there!
Friday 22nd July
Family Disco
Public Hall 7pm till 11pm,
Adults bring a bottle & snacks
Photo Booth, Stalls, Henna Tattoos, Sweetie Stall
Trophy for best girl / boy dancer.
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Stronvaar bowls hold a fab fete
A BOWLER who has just
rolled to her ninth national
ﬁnal opened Campbeltown
Bowling Club’s annual fete.
Shirley Bannatyne opened
the event which has been a
ﬁxture in the Stronvaar cal-

endar, on the ﬁrst Saturday of
Glasgow Fair, for more than
60 years.
Miss Bannatyne has a remarkable record of success,
with 15 ladies’ championships dating from 199. She

is also heading for her ninth
appearance at Ayr Northﬁeld
later this month.
Bouquet
Club president Steven Dickson and vice president Gavin
McLachlan presented Miss

Bannatyne with a bouquet.
A spokesperson said: ‘Due to
a combination of other events
clashing, this year’s fete was
quieter than usual but a commendable sum of £731 was
raised on the day.’

Emma Johnston, aged four, has a go at
bowling instructed by Steven Tolmie.
25_c30fete02

Lorraine Brodie and Susan Gilchrist ran the
cake raffle. 25_c30fete01

Saturday 23rd July 2016
5.30pm for 6.00pm
Southend Playing Field

Steven Dickson, left and Gavin McLachlan with Shirley Bannatyne.

Coffee and craic at
the Salvation Army

Pipe band to start at 6pm sharp
Under 16 half mile race.
Voucher Prizes!

Come and enjoy - Highland Junior
CAMPBELTOWN’S recently appointed SalvaDancing demonstrations, Piping,
tion Army ofﬁcers Captains Ben and Ruth RusJunior and Senior sports with all the
1
2
3
4
5
Across coffee
sell mingled with visitors at the church’s
traditional heavyweight games.
7
8
7 Deficient
in pigmentation
morning. The event last Saturday morning
raised
Full(6)
Kintyre Schools Pipe Band. Beat the
8 Equally old (6)
£218 for church funds.
goalie. Kite Making and Balloon Tying.
9
10
To ﬁnd out more about the Russells,
tuurn(4)to
Other Novelty Events
and Stewart’s
funfair.
9 Curve
Licensed
bar
for
over
18’s
with
separate
page seven.
10 Compass housing (8)
11
12
soft drinks
bar. Burgers,
ice-cream etc13
11 Where to sit after swearing!
(4,3)
available on field. Funky Chicken will 14be in
13 Worship (5)
15
16
17
18
attendance for Children’s
entertainment

Catriona Brown, Kathleen Nicholson, Catherine Ann Meikle, Drew
Meikle, Elizabeth Molloy, Janette Fiander and Anne Thomson at the
Salvation Army coffee morning. New Salvation Army captains Ben
and Ruth Russell meet Drew Meikle at the head of the table and
Jim Raeside serves tea. 25_c30salvation01_coffeemorning
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CARRADALE

Quizzers undertake
yearly challenge
T W E N T Y- T H R E E
teams of locals and
holiday-makers,
scratched their heads
in the annual summer
Carradale quiz.
The event, held in
the village hall recently, has a history of fantastic support from the

community, and this
year was no exception.
Quizzers were faced
with a variety of challenging topics, including music, poets and
general knowledge.
The winning team,
Jean Campbell Rocks,
scored 96 points. They

The victorious Jean Campbell Rocks team.
Steve Partridge, Neil Thompson, Linda
and David Mercer with Jean Campbell, hall
vice-president.

were awarded the ’77
Jubilee Challenge Cup
by hall vice-president,
Jean Campbell.
Second with 94 points
were The Ladies who
Lunch with Christine
Ritchie, Irene Scott,
Morag Allan and Fiona
Mitchell. Third place
with 92 points went to
Junior Biscuits which
was the Abernethy
family, Gordon, Laura,
Bobby and Caitlin.
The quizmaster was
Tony Leighton who,
along with his wife
Margaret,
set
the
questions and ran the
evening.
Carradale
now look forward to
its annual winter quiz,
held between Christmas and New Year.

CAMPBELTOWN COURIER, Friday 22 July, 2016

The Islay sessions
FOLK and trad music lovers should keep
November 18 to 20
free for this year’s Islay sessions.
Acts lined up for the
Saturday night concert in Bruichladdich
Hall are Breabach,
Talisk and the Routes
Quartet.
Voted best live act
2013 and best folk
band 2012 at the Scots
Trad Music Awards,

Send
your photos
and stories to
editor@campbeltown
courier.co.uk

KILLEAN
and
Kilchenzie Church’s
quiz
champions
are Margaret Sinclair, Anne Littleson, Fiona Cofﬁeld
and Neil Littleson.

The quartet triumphed
at a recent quiz night in
Tayinloan Hall. Ryan
Low made up the questions, and the ﬁnal
scores were very close.
Those taking part also
chose the photos for
the 2017 church calendar from a selection taken by Marilyn
Shedden.

and twice nominated
best band at the BBC
Radio 2 Folk Awards;
Scottish
ﬁve-piece
Breabach deliver a
thrilling and unique
brand of contemporary folk music.
It has earned them
international recognition on the world and
roots music scene as
one of the UK’s most
dynamic and exciting
bands.

EAST KINTYRE
Brendan and Neenie.

25_c30neenie01

MP meets shop stalwart

BRENDAN O’Hara could not believe his luck
when he met legendary Carradale character
‘Neenie’ Neil McDougall during a recent visit to
Campbeltown.
The Argyll and Bute MP stopped off at Tesco,
where Mr McDougall has worked since 1999, to
learn about the store’s food bank collecting for
Fare Share.

KILLEAN AND KILCHENZIE

Church quiz
champs
annointed

ISLAY

Salmon farm off East Kintyre

SALMON farm ﬁrm Marine Harvest (MH) is
environmentally monitoring a site south of Carradale in Kilbrannan Sound for a potential new
cage site.
An MH spokesperson said: ‘This location is
what’s termed very energetic. We need to take the
time to monitor currents, tides and wave actions.
Once we have assessed the data, we will have a
clearer idea of what can and can’t be done.’

SOUTHEND

Charity’s flower Prize-giving
festival blooms SOUTHEND’S primaTHE MAIRI Semple
Fund for Cancer Relief and Research’s
bi-annual ﬂower festival will take place
at Chleit Church from
Thursday July 28 to
Sunday July 31.

ry pupils entertained
parents and villagers
before receiving prizes
for academic achievement, progress, attendance, citizenship and
sports at the school’s
annual prize-giving on
Tuesday of last week.

Southend primary pupils at the annual
prize-giving.
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Gartvaigh’s Ayrshires
are Kintyre’s best
ABERDEENSHIRE
breeder Gordon Taylor made his second trip ever to Kintyre when he judged
the Kintyre and District Ayrshire Breeders Club annual herds
competition.
Despite dismal July
weather with at least
four varieties of rain
Mr Taylor and his

wife Alison said they
had enjoyed the trip.
In
the
morning
he judged herds at
Clochkiel and East
Drumlemble.
Following lunch at
Campbeltown’s
Argyll hotel he visited:
Killervan, Machribeg,
Gartvaigh
and
Ormsary.
Herds Competition

Results are as follows:
1 and SAI Cup for
best overall herd and
George M Reid Cup
for best small herd:
Thomas
Cameron,
Gartvaigh, 2 J and M
Barr, Clochkiel, 3 Thos
M Ralston and Sons,
East Drumlemble.
Individual:1 and Volac Cup: Gartvaigh,
2 James Barbous,

1x
Limousine
Bull, proven,
BVD
Accredited

All dead and
fallen animals
uplifted by
licensed
slaughtermen

Tel: 01586
820 210

For up-to-date prices
call 07778 329922

LARGIESIDE
PLOUGHING MATCH

Saturday 30th July
Skernish Farm,
Glenbarr
10am onwards
Horse and Tractors

Sunart & District Agricultural Society Show
& Family Fun Day Out
Gordon Taylor and his wife, Alison, who
presented the prizes are pictured right, with,
from left, Robin Barr, Clochkiel, Thomas Cameron, Gartvaigh, James Barbour, Machribeg
and top Murray Ralston, East Drumlemble.

Gordon Taylor from Old Mill Ayrshires who judged the
competition. 25_c30ayrshire01

Machribeg, 3 Clochkiel.
There is a trip to a
judging seminar at
Cuthill Towers, Milnathort on Tuesday Au-

gust 2. Anyone interested should call Willie
Ralston on 01586
810220 or email willieralston@btconnect.
com

Milk producers must see beneﬁts from price upturn
THE RISE in First
Milk’s
July
prices comes as welcome
news to producers after
months of stagnation
and reductions.
The group increased
its July A prices by
0.5ppl, as a result of
what they say is an
accelerated business
performance supplement, as well as lifting
B prices from July by
2ppl.
The result of these decisions is that the combined A and B price for
the average First Milk
member will increase
by 0.65ppl for July.
The 100 percent
farmer-owned
company also stated that
the current positivity in the market bodes
well for future milk

price moves. In a letter to members, chairman Clive Sharpe said:
‘Our turnaround process has led to significant changes in First
Milk and the results are
now coming through
in improved ﬁnancial
performance.
‘At member meetings
in April and May, we
committed to close the
gap between our milk
prices and the average
of other dairy businesses by 2ppl, in the form
of a business performance supplement.’
‘The ﬁrst 0.25ppl of
this supplement was
delivered in June.
Based on a stronger
than forecast business
performance over the
last two months, we
will be paying an addi-

tional 0.5ppl business
performance supplement from July.’
While
welcoming
the increase in price,
Highlands and Islands
MSP Rhoda Grant believes the beneﬁts
must be passed on to
producers who continue to ship milk at a
loss.
She said: ‘While
Scotland’s dairy industry has a long way to
go before it gets to the
end of this latest crisis,
there does appear to be
a welcome upturn in
the market.
‘Dairy herds numbers are now remaining static and, hopefully, we are coming to
the end of the depressing sight of farmers
selling off their herds.

‘Many of these farms
have been passed on
down the generations
of the same family and
it is always sad when
this process is forced
to a halt.
‘After two years of
decline, we are, at last,
seeing an increase in
shop milk prices. It is
vital for the dairy industry that a fair share
of this increase is
passed on to producers.
‘It is not just fair, but
essential, that prices paid to farmers increase as the market
strengthens.’
Mr Sharpe added:
‘Whilst I am sure these
price increases will be
welcome, we also recognise that the market
and milk prices still
have a long way to go

before they get to sustainable levels.
‘In the last few weeks
we have started to see a
ﬁrming of the market,
and given the majority
of our income is linked
to basket price mechanisms, that market positivity bodes well for
the future.’

A welcome rise in
milk prices? 25_c30milk01

Saturday 13th August 2016
Strontian Showﬁeld
Judging Commences 9.30am

Sheep, Cattle, Poultry and Dog Show
Local Crafts, Highland Dancing, Forging
Display, return of the Horse show and so
much more
Pipe band commencing at 12.30pm
Adults: £ 5, Child: £2
Family: £12, Concession: £3

KUBOTA KX36-3
2007, 4500hrs, 1.5T,
New tracks and
quick hitch,
3 buckets

£8,250 + vat

01631 565011 or
07831 609128
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Kintyre’s a cool celebration choice
IMAGINE your guests
travelling down the A83
acknowledged as one
of the top ten drives in
Britain leading to the
ideal place for an event
or celebration.
People from Kintyre, who travel the route
regularly, often forget the awe inspiring
views across to Jura, Islay and Gigha,
the stunning sea vistas which even on a
stormy day never fail to impress.
Once here there are some great venues
for a special event or celebration.
Already the recently completed Dunaverty Hall is gaining a reputation as a superb choice with plenty of space, a very

ALL SINGING, ALL DANCING
At Dunaverty Hall, Southend

It’s new and it’s fabulous.
Weddings, Meetings, Ceilidh's, Concerts,
Sports, Craft Fairs, Birthday's, Reunions, Classes
and so much more!
The perfect venue for any event!
Dunaverty Hall dressed for a wedding event

reasonably priced bar and the latest
mood lighting. Since opening, about a
month ago, it has hosted weddings and
ceilidhs every weekend and the only
problem might be getting a booking as
demand is high.

Mood lighting, Stage, Bar, Self-catering kitchen,
Wheelchair accessible, Baby change, Play park
outside. Hall can seat up to 150 people.
Nestled in the beautiful Mull of Kintyre,
the perfect spot to have photos taken
on the beach!

The MACC base's Ofﬁcers Mess is another venue which is rightly popular especially for larger groups with the possibility
of accommodating up to 500 people for
a reception or 168 for a sit down meal.
It has two bars, neutral decor and oil
ﬁred central heating making it suitable
for any season. It is ideal for weddings,
functions and conferences. Once it hosted the top military brass of the day.

Weddings, conferences and special events
Ofﬁcers Mess Function venue

The MACC Ofﬁcers Mess Function venue can
cater for various events

Our recently renovated function suite offers an elegant and
modern space for your special day with a large dining area,
kitchen facility and two bars.
Catering for large numbers, the venue has a capacity of 200
for a sit-down meal and up to 500 for an evening reception.
T: 01586 551555 e: enquiries@maccdl.co.uk
Machrihanish Airbase, Campbeltown, PA28 6NU

ADVERTORIAL

Festival of Archaeology at Kilmartin Museum: Survival
Monday 18th to Friday 29th July 2016
The summer holidays are fast approaching! If you are looking for free family activities, join Kilmartin Museum for a fortnight of talks, workshops
and events to celebrate the archaeology of Kilmartin Glen. Take part in free, drop in activities where you will have the opportunity to design and
create your own hunting tools, miniature shelters, rock art, Bronze Age pots, and create your own bird of prey. Examine archaeological evidence,
take part in guided walks and feast through the ages at a celebratory banquet.
All workshops take place in the afternoon between 1.30-3.30pm and are FREE and drop-in, with the exception of Bronze Age pottery which
needs to be booked on the day. Come along and discover whether you have what it takes to survive in the Stone Age, take part in a Birds of Prey
demonstration and create your own rock art print to take home. The fortnight will close with an exclusive Celebratory Banquet on Friday 29th July
at 7pm, where you will have an opportunity to feast on food through the ages. The banquet costs £25 per person and can be booked through
the café.
All details can be found on our website www.kilmartin.org/events, or contact education@kilmartin.org 01546 510278 for more information.
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Paris pedallers collect charity cash
by MARK DAVEY
editor@campbeltowncourier.co.uk

A PELOTON of pedal pushers including a
Campbeltown cyclist
crossed the line in Paris to raise £1,680.75
for the MS Society.
Last Saturday Inez
Ronald presented a
cheque on behalf of
her daughter Catherine

at the MS Society’s
coffee morning in Victoria hall. The money
was half of the amount
raised with a further
donation given to the
MS Society in Falkirk.
Back in April Miss
Ronald and two friends
Debbie Brown and

Paula McIntosh braved
four French seasons including sunshine, sleet,
snow and rain as they
pedalled 236 miles,
in four-an-a-half days
from London to Paris.
Partners
Food, motivation and
puncture repairs were
provided by two of
the girl’s partners in a
campervan.
Miss Ronald said:
‘This was my second time in Paris, the
last being a school trip
when I was about 15

– arriving by bike in
rush hour Parisian trafﬁc with snow pelting
down was certainly a
bit different from last
time round.
‘Thankfully we were
able to enjoy a full
day viewing the sights
on the Wednesday, before heading home
the following day.
On Saturday Campbeltown MS Society chair,
Elaine Glover, thanked
the trio for the donation from their ‘momentous’ journey.

Chair of Campbeltown MS Society, Elaine Glover and treasurer Kate
McKinlay receive the money from Lorna Ronald’s mum Inez.
A further £600 was raised at the coffee morning. 25_c30mssociety01

AUGUST
ISSUE OUT
NOW

At Notre Dame at the ride’s end from left:
Paula McIntosh, Debbie Brown and Catherine Ronald.

Starting out at the rain soaked London Eye
are: Debbie Brown, Catherine Ronald and
Paula McIntosh.

Superfast broadband speeding
to Kintyre black spots
SOUTHEND and Glenbarr are
both set to be switched on to
lightening quick broadband.
As part of a £410 million
digital programme, delivered
through two projects led by
Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) and the Scottish
Government, work will start in
more rural areas across Argyll
in the next six months.
Campbeltown, Machrihanish,
Carradale and Tarbert already
have access to the service, but
the latest roll-out will see other villages in Kintyre brought
up to speed.
Argyll and Bute MP Brendan
O’Hara said: ‘This is fantastic
news for our rural towns and
villages who will have better
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access to ﬁbre broadband. Core
infrastructure gives communities a much better base to build
on into the future.’
Stuart Robertson, director of
digital at HIE: ‘When we started this project ﬁbre services
were only available to 4 per
cent of the region’s homes and
businesses.
‘Coverage has come a long
way, and the new core infrastructure we’ve rolled out
gives us a much better base to
build on into the future.
‘It is great that we are seeing growing numbers of rural
towns and villages with better
access to ﬁbre broadband than
ever before.’
The Digital Scotland Super-

fast Broadband programme
underpins the Scottish Government’s aim for the country
to become a world-class digital
nation by 2020.
It is aiming to deliver access
to ﬁbre broadband to around
95 per cent of premises by the
end of March 2018, when combined with existing commercial roll-out plans.
Funding partners of the programme include the UK Government through Broadband
Delivery UK (BDUK), BT, local authorities and the EU via
the European Regional Development Fund.
The ﬁrst ﬁbre connections for
the new locations are due to go
live this winter.

DAVID CAMERON’S
SCOTTISH RAGSTO-RICHES STORY
Stunning conversion
of an Applecross
boat store
Recipes from
The Three
Chimneys
Borders belle
Phamie Gow

10

TOP

FIELD’S
SCOTTISHS OF THE
BEST CAR
YEAR

WIN EDINBURGH GIN PRIZES PLUS TICKETS TO
GALLOWAY COUNTRY FAIR
www.scottishfield.co.uk
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Deacon Blue
drummer enjoys
Kintyre hospitality

Julie McDonald, Isabel Eagers, Alissa Oxborrow, Brendan O’Hara
and Elaine Tolmie with the FareShare trolley. 25_c30fareshare01

Store’s super sharers
boost food bank
STAFF and customers at a Campbeltown
supermarket
helped
the nationwide effort
which gave 17.7 million meals to the needy
last year.
The statistic was revealed recently as Tesco ran its twice year-

ly neighbourhood food
collection in collaboration with FareShare.
Life-changing
The organisation redistributes food to
charities which provide life-changing support, such as women’s refuges, homeless

shelters and children’s
breakfast clubs.
At other times of the
year Tesco in Campbeltown collects food
for the Kintyre Food
Bank which has just
opened new premises
on the Mull of Kintyre
Industrial estate.

krisp print

For all your printing needs
Why buy local?

Come to
our ofﬁce
for colour
leaﬂets,
promotional
material,
design and
digital print
services
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A FOUNDER member of Deacon Blue, a
sports journalist and
an adventure photographer laced up their
boots to spend four
days on the Kintyre
Way.
The group are working on a review of the
100-mile route.
Dougie
Vipond,
who has presented
the BBC’s Adventure
Show and is a founding member of the
band Deacon Blue,
along with Ricky Ross
and Lorraine McIntosh, teamed up with
Andy
McCandlish,
perhaps best known for
his Skye Ridge images
of cyclist Danny Macaskill, and writer Sean
McFarlane from Outdoor Fitness magazine.
The three men took
their families for four
days’ exploring last

week as part of their
forthcoming review of
the Kintyre Way.
Andrea
MacShannon, PR and marketing manager for the
long distance trail said:
‘The group ran and cycled the route for a
number of articles to
be published in highproﬁle sports magazines, enjoying some
of the great accommodation and catering
that’s available along
the route.
‘Now in its 10th year,
The Kintyre Way is a
tourist attraction which
is growing in popularity, last year drawing
more than 3,500 people into the area.
‘With recent upgrades and improvements it offers a serious 100-mile course
for keen runners and
cyclists, and we’re de-

The Kintyre Way team of Andy McCandlish,
left, Dougie Vipond and Sean McFarlane.
lighted that Sean, Andy
and Dougie had the opportunity to experience
what the route and Kintyre itself has to offer.’
As well as accommodation at the Royal Hotel, the group was welcomed by Andrew and

Monica Gemmel of Ifferdale Farm.
Ifferdale’s bunkhouse
and self-catering cottages, near Saddell, include practical features
such as bike storage.
laundry and drying facilities.

Pilates physio fundraiser for army veterans

Cameron Angus about to put the Campbeltown class through its Pilates paces.

A FORMER army
physiotherapist who
lived in his car for 12
months, after 22 years
serving his country, led
a Pilates class to raise
funds for a veteran’s
charity.
Instructor Cameron
Angus suffered post
traumatic stress disor-

der after tours of Iraq
and Afghanistan.
Last Saturday he visited the town as part of
a tour of Pilates classes in Kintyre with all
donations going to
Vet Mobilize, a charity which helps wounded veterans get moving
again.

Council’s computer centres class above cloud
PHYSICAL computer data
centres at Kilmory and
Helensburgh managed by Argyll and Bute Council are sector leading in value for money.
As part of a strategy carried
out by Digital Scotland to try
and reduce information technology (IT) costs across the
Scottish public sector, a tool
was launched to work out the
total cost of data centres and
compare this to the cost of operating in the Cloud.
At a national seminar for

best practice, Argyll and Bute
Council’s two data centres
were showcased as top class.
The Helensburgh data centre
has recently been refurbished
and has one of the lowest possible power utilisation efﬁciency (PUE) ratings of 1.24.
This is achieved through
good layout with row cooling
which allows it to operate at a
higher temperature of 22 degrees.
Both data centres cost much
less to run than alternatives in
the cloud – mainly because all

servers have been virtualised.
The council’s policy lead
for IT, Councillor Dick Walsh
said: ‘Reducing levels of energy consumption is something
that we take seriously and to
know that our IT department
leads the way in cost efﬁciency is very encouraging.
‘Council tax payers will be
very pleased to learn that they
are getting excellent value for
money from the council’s IT
service and that this has now
been validated independently.’
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MacLeod Construction Limited
Cutting edge
design at the
heart of the
business
From timber kit to new home
If you’re building your own home,
or having one built for you, a
timber frame kit oﬀers a great
way of keeping costs reasonable
and the process as fast as
possible.
MacLeod Construction is the
largest timber frame design
and manufacturing company in
the area. While they have vast
home-building experience with
a traditional approach to service
and quality, they also operate at
the cutting edge of construction,
using the very latest methods and
materials, and always seeking
out new improvements to the
end product. They design every
frame and panel with the latest
software, before manufacturing
the kit with an automated

frame-maker- quick, easy and
accurate.
‘We have 40 years of experience
and a proven track record for
quality timber frame construction,’ said Greig MacLeod,
‘Business Development Manager’.
‘We oﬀer a lot of services, but
house building is our speciality
and our passion- we build around
150 kit homes a year.’
The process is very ﬂexible,
allowing you to customise the
kit to your own speciﬁcations.
They can simply supply a timber
frame kit (one of their tried and
tested designs, or based on an
architect’s drawings), or they can
manage the whole design and
build project from start to ﬁnish.
Call 01546 602 989 or visit
www.macleodconstruction.co.uk

A beginner’s
guide to
self build
Have you ever thought about building your own home ? If so you may be
surprised to know that you are by no way in the minority. A recent Ipsos
MORI Poll shows that 7 million people are thinking about building and
more than 1 million people want to buy a site and start building in the
next 12 months!
Why self build? Besides the chance to get a
truly unique custom design, self build gives
you the chance to add accessibility features
and the latest technology, such as underﬂoor
heating, central vacuum and automated home technology,
incorporated for a
fraction of
the

cost you might think. You can design your self
build to be green, which adds up to energy
savings for you in the long run. Bespoke
homes are also more proﬁtable- you can
often save up to 20-40% on the market value
and get more for it when you decide to sell.
Most importantly, anyone can do it. You
don’t have to possess mad carpentry
skills yourself, you can hire people
to project manage and do the
work, or choose to carry
out some of the work
yourself to save
money. Less
than 5%
of
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self builders carry out all the work themselves, with about 20% being involved with
any of the building at all. So don’t get put oﬀ
by the term ‘self build’!
Once you decide you want to build, make a
point to tour some other self build sites and
talk to the owners. They might be able to
give you references, advice and tips, helping
you avoid any pitfalls they have encountered.
Read magazines, do research on the internet
and attend trade shows to learn as much
as you can before you start. Forewarned is
forearmed!
All the details can seem overwhelming,
but our guide can help you get organised,
starting with the ﬁrst steps you will need to
take to make your self build dream home a
reality.
Set a realistic budget
Take a sensible approach to your budget and
your project won’t turn into a money pit like
those seen on shows such as Grand Designs.
Set a ﬁrm, realistic ﬁgure before the design
stage begins, but including a contingency- at
least 10% of your overall budget is wise.
Use this money only for unexpected cost or
unavoidable delays. If you don’t spend the
contingency by the end, consider using it to
upgrade interior ﬁnishes or landscaping.
Raise ﬁnancing
Whether through a bank or a dedicated
self-build mortgage company, your next step
should be to secure funding. That way you
will know exactly what your budget is from
the start, and when you ﬁnd a plot you love,
you will be able to seal the deal before it gets
sold out from under you. Self build mortgages
often work on a stage payment basis, in which
funds are released at key points throughout
the project, either in advance or in arrears,
depending on the product you choose.
Find a site

The next step is to find a plot of land. If
you are lucky enough to already have a
place, that’s great, otherwise, there are
several ways to find that perfect place.
Our guide has some tips on where to look.
Choose a building route
You can go with a kit home, which has
several advantages, or hire an architect
to design a house. You can also design it
yourself, but don’t underestimate how
tricky this is. Unless you have design
experience and can draw up usable
building plans for the contractors, best to
leave this part to the experts. Our guide
can help you decide which route is best
for you.
Apply for planning permission
Once you get a design and location nailed
down, it’s time to apply for planning
permission. It can take eight to 12 weeks
or more for approval, so don’t leave
this to the last minute, in case you are
required to make changes in the design.
Appoint a professional team
If you choose to project manage the build,
you’ll need to screen and hire everything
from the architect and the surveyor to
the carpenters and electricians. Or, hire
a project manager and let them do this.
Don’t rely on the phone book or internetasking around for references is a better
idea. For sub contractors, get three or
four estimates before you settle on oneand remember that the cheapest estimate
isn’t always the best deal! Our guide will
help you choose the best professionals for
each job so your build goes as smoothly
as possible. Just make sure you have
water tight contracts in place before work
starts.

Building your own home can be one of the most rewarding projects you will undertake,
both from a personal and ﬁnancial point of view. Let our guide inspire you!

Local Surveyors operating
throughout Argyll, Bute
and Lochaber
Home Reports and Valuations, Energy Reports,
Quantity Surveying and Project Management
Dunoon Ofﬁce 01369 705000

Email: dunoon@alliedsurveyorsscotland.com

Helensburgh Ofﬁce 01436 674976

Email: helensburgh@alliedsurveyorsscotland.com

Fort William Ofﬁce 01397 705541
Email: fort.william@alliedsurveyorsscotland.com

www.alliedsurveyorsscotland.com

Armitage
A family-run business
based on the Isle of
Arran, with an excellent
reputation for building high
quality, individual homes.
Whether you are looking
to build on your own plot
or a new site, build brand
new or have a complete
renovation, Armitage
will take you through
a hassle-free process and give
you a home tailor-made to your
requirements.
Please see their latest new build
house above and comments from
a previous customer: (If you would
like a nosey to see the quality,
please call!)
“Having already used Armitage for
a previous house renovation, we
did not think twice in approaching
them to oversee the planning and
renovation work on what would
become our forever family home.
Their ‘can do’ attitude and reliability
was invaluable when faced with the
countless decisions and problems
that are inevitable in any renovation
or building process.
Their expertise, approachable

demeanor and dedicated workforce
meant that we were able to
work together to create a house
that goes above and beyond our
expectations within a realistic
timeline. We can now truly say we
live in our dream house and will
forever be thankful to all those
involved throughout the ‘Armitage
Experience’. “(Mr & Mrs Duncan)
Get in touch now for information on
their latest plots and houses.
Armitage also oﬀer the complete
range of building services from
joinery to plumbing, groundworks
to drain jetting & CCTV drain survey.
Armitage Groundworks Ltd, The
Pier, Brodick, Isle of Arran KA27 8AU
Tel: 01770 303971
www.armitagegroundworks.co.uk
E. info@armitagegroundworks.co.uk
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J L Roadsurfacing
No job is too big or too small for J L
Roadsurfacing contractors.
Regular visitors to Arran, they
provide a comprehensive range of
asphalt road surfacing solutions
to industrial, commercial and
residential customers throughout
the country.
They have been serving Scotland
for more than 30 years and their
drive for quality has seen the
company evolve into one of the
country’s leading road surfacing
contractors.
J L Roadsurfacing undertake all
aspects of work, including private
roads, driveways, footpaths, cycle
paths, housing estate roads and
private car parks amongst many
others.
They insist no job is too small
and can give a whole new look to
driveways, farm roads and paths.
They can also carry out track
reinstatements, anti skid, dropped
kerbs, asphalt and bitmac.
J L Roadsurfacing pride themselves
on taking no deposit for the work

and payment is on completion
when the customer is completely
satisﬁed.
They can work independently or
alongside other civil engineering
contractors, and adhere to strict
management timelines, liaising
closely with the client throughout
the development, completing all
road surfacing contracts on time,
within budget.
Their ability to undertake work
within short notice periods
ensures that their operatives are
available to meet daily, weekly
or long term commitments for
contracts of varying sizes.
Materials can be supplied,
prepared and laid from £35sq
metre plus VAT - based on 150sq
metres.

Finding
land
Once you have worked
out what budget you have
available, you can ﬁnd out
about plots of land for sale
which may be suitable for
self build from a number of
sources. There are several
websites which allow you to
search for details of plots for
sale, although for some of
these you need to pay a fee
for membership. A range of
sites are available, but here
are some examples of plot

search sites:
• Buildstore Plotsearch at
buildstore.co.uk
• UK Land Directory Ltd at
uklanddirectory.org.uk/
• plotfinder.net
You can also look around for
other potential sites in the
area you are interested in by:
• searching the Government
Property website at gov.uk/
ﬁnd-government-property for
suitable public sector land for

sale;
• checking your local Solicitors Property Centre or estate
agents;
• looking out for ‘For Sale’
signs;
• approaching local private
developers with undeveloped
or partly developed land to
see if they would consider
selling you a plot;
• seeing if there are any
community trusts in the area
which may have land available
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John Robertson & Sons
John Robertson & Sons Joiners
is a family run business situated
in Blackwaterfoot and is now
entering its 50th year of trading to
the public on the island. They run
a busy joinery business ranging
from refurbishments, extensions,
double glazing, kitchens and all
day to day joinery and glazing
needs. They keep a stock and
supply timber, ironmongery and
glass for the DIY enthusiasts
amongst you.
After completing the ﬁrst phase
development of 14 houses,
they are excited to be starting
their next development of eight
detached dwelling houses and

for self builders, especially if you
want to build in a rural area
• also considering sites with a
derelict property which could
be demolished or substantially
renovated. See estate agents or
the Buildings at Risk Register at
buildingsatrisk.org.uk/index.php
to ﬁnd possible properties.
Other land buying opportunities:
• auctions - land auctions are a
good way to ﬁnd suitable plots

but transactions are conducted
on a ‘sold as seen’ basis and
therefore require a quick sale,
leaving little time for research.
• local authorities - cash-strapped
councils often have parcels of
land they are willing to sell.
Utility companies - some utility
organisations such as water, gas
and electricity companies have
surplus land available to buy.
• private enquiries - many private
residential homes have large
gardens with building potential.

How to achieve the house of your
dreams? Build it yourself!
Building your own home can be extremely rewarding, and can be a great way
to get the home of your dreams, exactly as you want it, often for less than
it would cost to buy. Fiuran Property are highly experienced in all aspects
of buying & selling building plots and presently have a number of excellent
building plots for sale, some of which are highlighted to the left.
Fiuran Property are also experienced in the self-build process itself, and
we can advise on all aspects of your build from start to ﬁnish, such as
ﬁnding architects, getting planning
consent, building warrants,
contracting tradesmen, service
connections, inspections and
warranties, so even if you don’t
have a great deal of building
experience, we can help guide you
through the process. With a bit
of help and guidance, anyone can
self-build, so contact us today and
take that ﬁrst step in making your
self-build dream happen.

four semi-detached dwelling
houses in the beautiful village of
Blackwaterfoot, close to all local
amenities and walking distance
to the beach and golf course. If
you would like to design your own
home and live in Blackwaterfoot,
John Robertson & Sons can take
you through the whole process
from planning to completion.
Please feel free to call into their
oﬃce or give us a ring if you are
interested in building your own
home or if you have any other
joinery/building requirements.
John Robertson & Sons are
members of NHBC, Scottish
Building Federation and the CITB.

Be aware
Don’t get conned into
buying land by a property scam company.
These organisations
often advertise plots
of land that will
never realistically get
planning permission
(for example, in areas
that are protected by
the Green Belt etc). If
someone is selling a
wonderful plot of land
at an unbelievable
price there’s got to
be something wrong.
And if you buy a site
like this – usually
still costing tens of
thousands of pounds
– you’re very unlikely
to ever recover your
money. Be warned.

JOHN
ROBERTSON
& SONS Joiners Ltd
Joiners, Glaziers & Building Contractors

Blackwaterfoot, Isle of Arran KA27 8EZ
Telephone/Fax: 01770 860243
Mob: 07799640214
Email: john.robertson2@btconnect.com

SERVICED
PLOTS
AVAILABLE
From Planning
to Completion

TOP
SOIL F
OR
SALE

Reg. No. S3499

If all else
fails...
Still can’t ﬁnd a plot
of land to suit? You
can search an area for
an untended garden
or neglected building
and then approach the
owners. If you have a
deﬁned search area
buy yourself a high
resolution Ordnance
Survey map as this
can sometimes help
you identify quirky
potential inﬁll sites
that are not visible
from the main roads.
Google Earth can
sometimes be useful
for this too.
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Scottish Building Society
Self build mortgages individualised for you
A mortgage is one of the most
important ﬁnancial commitments
you will make, and the Scottish
Building Society is committed to
providing individualised service to
each and every client.
SBS has been helping people in
Scotland buy homes since 1848.
Self Build Mortgages are one
of their specialties, with expert
advisers available to help you
through the entire application
process.
A Self Build Mortgage from Scottish
Building Society is diﬀerent from a
regular mortgage, in that the funds
are released in stages
as the build progresses.
You can borrow up to
80% of the total cost of
the land and construction costs or valuation,
whichever is lower, so
the whole build process
is more ﬂexible.
Scottish Building Society
has been recognised

with a ‘Highly Commended’ award
by the readers of What Mortgage
magazine in the Best Guarantor
Mortgage provider category. They
are the only independent building
society based in Scotland, and is
believed to be the world’s oldest
mutual. It has assets of some £397
million, a mortgage book of £275
million and a network of six branch
oﬃces and 60 agencies throughout
Scotland.
To ﬁnd out more about a Self-Build
Mortgage, talk to one of the
Scottish Building Society qualiﬁed
mortgage advisers on 0345 600

Guest
House
Mortgages
Self Build
Mortgages
Lifetime
Mortgages
for over 65s
Guest House
Mortgages
Lifetime
Call
0345 Mortgages
600 4085for
or over
visit65s
scottishbs.co.uk
to find
out more
Call 0345 600 4085
or visit

The Highlands Small Communities Housing Trust
recently announced the launch of the Highland Self
Build Loan Fund, a new Scottish Government fund.
It was recognised that there was a gap in the
lending market, to provide funding for self builders, prior to mortgage facilities being available.
This is where the Highland Self Build Loan Fund
aims to help. The fund allows HSCHT acting as
agent to the Scottish Government to provide a
revolving fund to self builders throughout the
Highlands.
This fund applies to plots of land within the
Highland Council area only.

The society that’s
The
run society
in your that’s
best
run
in your best
interests
interests
As Scotland’s only independent
building society, our mutual status
As Scotland’s only independent
means that everything we do is
building society, our mutual status
for the benefit of our members.
means that everything we do is
We
offer
a range
specialist
for the
benefit
ofof
our
members.
mortgages and competitive
We offer a range of specialist
savings products for every
mortgages and competitive
stage in life.
savings products for every
stagetoinour
life.specialist
Talk
mortgage advisers about:
Talk to our specialist
mortgage
advisers
about:
Self Build
Mortgages

Raising ﬁnance

The Highlands were chosen by the Scottish
Government for this two year pilot scheme, after
it was noted that the area has a history of self
and custom builds. Keeping the allocation of the
fund speciﬁcally to the Highland region will assist
with monitoring and evaluation of the Highland
Self Build Loan Fund, and give an indication to
the Scottish Government of how successful the
pilot is.
HSCHT believes the main reason for the huge
reduction in self build projects throughout the
region is the diﬃculty now being encountered by
applicants in securing mortgage ﬁnance to cover
the period up and until a property is complete.
As a result, mainstream ‘high street’ mortgage
can be diﬃcult to secure.

The Highland Self Build Loan Fund aims to
generate growth in this ‘self build’ sector again,
and provide ﬁnancial assistance to individuals
and families who have in recent years been
unable to progress with their self build projects.
HSCHT are keeping a database of all the people
expressing interest in the fund, in hope that this
will prove to lenders that there is a high demand,
and that it is indeed possible to ﬁnance these
type of projects.
Margaret Burgess, MSP, Minister for Housing &
Welfare, who announced the Highland Self Build
Loan Fund said: ‘Self and custom build oﬀers an
important means of increasing housing supply
while allowing customers input into the design
of their new home. We understand the lending
diﬃculties experienced by households looking
to build, and that’s why we are piloting this £4
million self-build loan fund, which we will monitor
and review following the pilot’s two year lifespan.
We are committed to helping home buyers into
aﬀordable home ownership, and are determined
to accelerate housing supply across all tenures,
including self-build, to support families across
Scotland get on the housing ladder.”
How it works
£4 million is available in total to provide
to individuals and families throughout the
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scottishbs.co.uk to find out more Proud Supporter of
Proud Supporter of

Scottish Building Society is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential Regulation Authority (Register No. 206034). Member of the Building Societies Association and the Council of Mortgage Lenders.
Scottish Building Society, SBS House, 193 Dalry Rd, Edinburgh EH11 2EF. Tel. 0131 313 7700.
Scottish Building Society is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential
Regulation
Authority
(Register No. 206034).
Member
of the
Building
Societies
Association and the
of MORTGAGE.
Mortgage Lenders.
YOUR HOME
MAY
BE REPOSSESSED
IF YOU
DO
NOT
KEEP
UP REPAYMENTS
ONCouncil
YOUR
Scottish Building Society, SBS House, 193 Dalry Rd, Edinburgh EH11 2EF. Tel. 0131 313 7700.
YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.

Planning
Permission

If there is not already detailed
planning permission for your
home for the plot of land you
are buying, you will need to
secure this before you can
start building as the planning
authority (your local council
or national park authority)
will need to be satisﬁed that
your plans for your home
are in line with the Council’s
Development Plan(s) and
that your home’s design will
be acceptable in terms of its
impact on the surrounding
homes and landscape. Don’t
pay for land before it has
planning permission- don’t
sign a contract or include
a clause that it will be void
if the property fails to get
permission.
You should try to get planning
permission as early as possible,
as the process can take some
time and you should aim to
secure planning permission
before you enter into a contract
with any building ﬁrms in case
your planning application is
rejected. Try to speak to a
planning oﬃcer at the relevant
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They say it pays to shop around
– but loyalty pays too

Highlands over the next couple of years. This
is a revolving fund, so as some projects are
completed and the loan provided to them is
paid back, HSCHT will then be able to use this
ﬁnance to assist another applicant. The funding
is available from the start of the new ﬁnancial
year (April 2016) and they will be able to
conﬁrm loan agreements over the 24 months
that follow. The analysis of the pilot will be
used to inform future policy for self build
support in Scotland, and to provide evidence of
demand to ‘high street’ lenders. The new
fund will allow applicants to borrow
up to £150,000, to help them
reach build completion.
The loan is then repaid
when the applicant is able to
access a traditional mortgage.
The HSBLF can help a wide range
of people who are considering a
self build project for their primary
residence. Those who own or
part-own a home can apply
although they need to sell their
interest in that property.
In addition, the HSBLF applicants will be
prioritised in the following order:
1) Applicants with all necessary titles,
permissions, warrants and other documentation
requested during the application process.
2) Applicants with shorter build programmes.
This is to allow us to provide more funding for a
greater number of projects – allocating funding
to a larger number of applicants between April
2016 and April 2018.
3) Applicants with greater housing need.
The agent (HSCHT) will assess the project
costs and compare this with the applicant’s
contribution. If there is a shortfall in cash ﬂow
to reach completion stage (where mortgage
council before submitting your
application as they should be
able to let you know if there
are any issues you should be
aware of or any restrictions
they might impose (for
example they might restrict
the size or height of the home,
its distance from a road or the
plot boundary, etc.).
The council should also be
able to help if you need advice
or guidance on completing a
planning application. There
will be a fee for submitting
an application. The planning
authority will notify any
neighbours, but if your plot
has no immediate neighbours,
there is also currently an
additional charge to advertise
your planning application in
the local newspaper(s) so that
any other residents who may
wish to comment have an
opportunity to do so.
If you are unable to gather
information from a planning
oﬃcer, your architect should
be able to oﬀer advice on
any likely issues which the
Planning Department may

Switching mortgage products didn’t mean changing
lenders for Joe Kelly and Catherine Hallett

funds
become available),
this will
be the basis of how
the HSBLF
amount is calculated.
The duration of
the fund being available
to each applicant will depend on their build
schedule. This will be decided before a formal
oﬀer is made. The loan oﬀered to the applicant
can be drawn down over the course of the
project build – at stages previously agreed
during the application stage.
If you are interested in hearing more about
the Highland Self Build Loan contact HSCHT on
01463 233548, or at selfbuild@hscht.co.uk.

raise and how to ensure
that your application has
the best possible chance of
being successful. You may
also choose to employ a
specialist planning consultant.
A list of planning consultants
operating in Scotland is
available on the Royal Town
Planning Institute website at
rtpi.org.uk.
In addition to planning
permission, you will also
need to apply for a building
warrant before you can
start building work on your
home. You need to pay a fee
to the Council to cover their
costs in dealing with your
warrant application; the fee
is calculated as a proportion
of the estimated ﬁnal value
of the proposed work. While
planning permission largely
focuses on how the external
structure of your home will
look, to get a building warrant
you will need to show that
the design of your home will
meet all the requirements of
the latest domestic building
regulations.

You can contact your
council’s Building Standards
Department for more
information on how to apply
The Scottish Government’s
Building Standards website
at gov.scot/bsd provides links
to the building regulations.
If you are not familiar with
the building regulations,
you can get your architect
or other design professional
to help you with preparing
your warrant application as
well as providing drawings of
your plans; an architect or an
architectural technologist can
act as your agent and make
the application on your behalf.
Once your home is completed, you will need to send
a completion certiﬁcate to
the Council and an inspector
from the Council will
visit and check your property.
Normally your home must be
completed within three years
of you receiving your building
warrant, although you can
apply to extend this deadline
(you need to pay an extra fee
for this though).

When they decided to take the
plunge and build their own home,
Joe Kelly and Catherine Hallett
turned to Scottish Building Society
for help. A self-build mortgage from
the society allowed them to draw
down funds as required for each
phase of the project. Now happily
settled in to their new 5 bedroom
detached home on the outskirts
of Perth, they have switched to
a standard mortgage, and are
delighted that the Society had a
competitive product to oﬀer.
Catherine takes up the story: “We
bought the land for our new home
in December 2013 and broke
ground ten months later in October
2014. Originally we went through
a mortgage broker to ﬁnance the
build project, and he put us in touch
with Scottish Building Society. As
the build progressed I was glad to
be able to deal directly with the

Society’s Fiona Dyer who kept me
right through every stage of the
process.’
“It was great to be able to pick
up the phone to someone who
took the time to explain things
to me clearly, and who had local
knowledge. I really welcomed her
expertise and it was for that reason
that we turned to Scottish Building
Society when the time came to
switch to a standard mortgage once
the build completed. I had shopped
around a bit on the internet so I
knew what rates were available and
when Fiona responded quickly with
a competitive quote we snapped
it up. We were already inclined to
remain loyal to Scottish Building
Society because of the support and
personal contact I had throughout
the build, and we are both delighted to remain a member of the
Society with our new mortgage.”

Catherine and Joe’s new home
Build cost - £240,000 including land
Current value - £350,000.
Project highlights
“We worked well with
our architect and our
builder to create a
unique space for the
family,” says Catherine.
“The kitchen is at the
heart of the home and
it is where we spend
most of our time so
it was important that
it was big enough to
accommodate us all.
Joe is a pipeﬁtter and,
with the help of his
brother, he carried
out most of that work
which saved us money
and ensured we have
a high quality product.
We are glad that we
used local trades-people, building suppliers
and professionals
as we built some
good relationships
along the way. I love
the kitchen and our
upstairs lounge with
its fabulous views and
cosy wood burning
stove. It’s a great
family home and
aﬀords us good space
for socialising.”
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D & J Campbell Ltd
General Haulage…
a name you can trust
D&J Campbell Ltd is a long established general haulage business
that has been serving the west
highlands and islands of Scotland
for 3 generations. Owners James
and Ian, (James’ father started
the business over 60 years ago),
is proud of the strong customer
base they have developed over
the years and fulfilling the needs
of the customer is at the heart
of everything they do. D & J
Campbell works mostly within
the Argyll and Isles’ communities;
however they cover the whole
of the UK and often undertake
jobs that take them across
Europe, hauling among other
things, tonnes of round timber,
or engineering equipment for
international customers. D & J
Campbell Ltd employs 11 full
time staff and has a fleet of 10

vehicles. All vehicles are fitted
with cutting edge technology
including the latest GPS systems
and trackers. The newest
addition to the fleet is the Iveco
Strallis 450 6x4 Double Drive
80t Crane Tractor Unit fitted
with a Cormach 51800 E6 Crane.
This is a revolutionary piece of
kit that makes the logistics of
transporting large bulky items
such as timber frame kits, roof
trusses, windows, doors, septic
tanks, lintels and more - a whole
lot easier. The crane lifts the
items into place which means the
need for forklift and other lifting
equipment is not necessarily
required at the customer’s end.
If you have haulage requirements
and require a fast, efficient and
professional service, call on D & J
Campbell for a first class service.

D & J Campbell Ltd

GENERAL HAULAGE CONTRACTORS

DEDICATED LOGISTICS:

Commercial • Domestic
Industrial • Agricultural

Nationwide transport of heavy goods, including timber
frame structures, kit-homes and all building supplies –
ideal for the Self Builder and House-Builders
Scottish Mainland, Islands and UK-Wide Distribution
New to fleet - Lorry mounted crane to provide services for:
Placing roof trusses, shipping containers and pallets,
boats, plant, machinery, sheds, garages, lintels,
septic tanks, oil tanks etc.

Fast, efficient, professional service, dedicated
to fulfilling our customer’s needs
CONTACT IAN FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:
1 Black Crofts, North Connel, Argyll, PA37 1QX

T: 01631 710882 F: 01631 710799
M: 07917 792607
E: traffic@d-jcampbell.co.uk

Logistics
Building in the west
highlands and
islands

Have you dreamed of
building a home in a romantic
island location? The price of
an island plot, as well as the
increased costs of getting
materials and workmen to
your build site may make
this seem like an impossible
dream. But don’t give up- here
on the west coast, there are
companies that specialise in
working on and delivering to
the islands. With a bit of extra
planning and thought, there’s
no reason not to self build on
the islands.
Think Before You Act
The number-one rule in rugged design is to plan ahead.
With rugged sites, special
factors come into play. In
addition to normal home-design decisions, you’ll need
to think about your
site’s accessibility,
energy options, terrain
and weather patterns.
Sometimes these issues
can raise your costs
dramatically.
How Do You Get There?
Is your site accessible

by
paved
roads, or
will materials need to be
delivered by ship or plane? If
roads are available, are they
wide enough—and strong
enough—for trucks ﬁlled
with heavy loads of building
materials? Evaluate your
site’s accessibility ahead of
time, and work with your
production team to come up
with solutions- local haulage
and construction companies
know how to get materials to
challenging locations.
Choose a Good Spot
Don’t underestimate the
importance
of siting
your

home
on your lot.
Where you choose to situate
your house will impact daily
living. Sure, it’s nice to capture
great views, but you also
want to make sure that you
maximize energy eﬃciency
and avoid terrain troubles.
Materials Matter
In a rugged setting, materials
may dictate a home’s longterm durability. Windows and
also play a role in a home’s
longevity. Choose energy-efﬁcient windows with a good
R-value. Cladding on exterior
windows also is a good idea.
Remember, a little extra
research now goes a long way
toward creating a home that
will last a lifetime.
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MV Commercial –

The Truck Builders behind the Home Builders
The west of Scotland is probably
the UK’s most rural region,
presenting logistical challenges
to the agricultural, construction
and forestry industries. However
making light work of these logistical
challenges can be made easier
with MV Commercial’s complete
range of vehicle supply solutions
to businesses, such as D & J
Campbell.
Operating as a business to business
vehicle supply company, MV
Commercial already supports
hundreds of housebuilders and
construction companies across
the UK, with focus on those businesses that rely heavily on HIAB
and lifting lorries as an integral
part of their operations.
MV Commercial is the UK’s lead-

ing original-build crane vehicle supplier,
with over 950 vehicles in stock at any
one time. They pride themselves on
their high quality end-to- end service
that means they can design, build,
mount a crane, paint and deliver a
vehicle to any business in the UK. They
have depots nationwide and have been
supplying commercial vehicle solutions
to the transport and haulage industry
for almost two decades, and have set
themselves apart from competition
through their specialist knowledge in
the crane mounted vehicles industry.
Vehicles are oﬀered on a short, medium
or long term contract hire basis with
leasing, rent-to- buy and sales options
designed to help clients ﬁnd aﬀordable
solutions to their logistics needs. By
oﬀering a ﬂexible and supportive
vehicle supply option, MV Commercial

believes that it can help foster their
client’s business growth.
MV Commercial’ large ﬂeet of ready-togo vehicles for sale and hire includes
new and used vehicles, cranes trucks,
tippers and tipper grabs, beavertails
and cheesewedge, ﬂatbeds and tractor
units of all weights in addition to their
dry freight range. This easily accessible
ﬂeet means that you can avoid lengthy
waiting times for the vehicle that you
need and get it when you need it for as
long as you need it.
Sales stock changes daily and as a truly
manufacturer independent dealer they
can provide vehicles from all major
manufacturers including MAN, Scania,
DAF, Iveco, Mercedes, Volvo and several
other leading manufacturers.
Go along and see MV Commercial at
the Black Isle Show - Thursday 4th

August.
MV Commercial is showcasing, once
again, several of their vehicles at one
of their favourite shows in the UK. The
team will be delighted to meet with
you to discuss your commercial vehicle
needs. The event is held at Mannsﬁeld
Showground, Muir of Ord, Ross-Shire,
IV6 7RS. Cattle, Sheep, Native Scottish
Horse and Pony breeds (Shetland,
Highland & Clydesdale) with full ring
programme and attractions – lots of
great reasons to visit!
For further information about MV
Commercial and how they can assist
you with your business vehicle needs,
contact 0845 862 0250 or visit www.
mvcommercial.com
Please remember to mention the Oban
Times Group to your MV Commercial
account manager.

Grow your business with MV Commercial’s fleet of ready to go
trucks available on flexible hire, sales and rent to buy

Visit us at the

BLACK ISLE SHOW 2016
Commercial vehicle hire and sales across the UK

0845 8620250 www.mvcommercial.com
MV Commercial 250 x 180mm Oban Times Advert.indd 1

18/07/2016 17:38
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Breedon Aggregates
Breedon Aggregates, from their West quarries, offer
the supply of aggregates, ready mix concrete and
asphalt products along with a surfacing and civil
engineering service to suit all your needs.
The aggregates, ready mix concrete
and asphalt products can be
delivered in their ﬂeet of Lorries or
collected from any of the quarries.
Breedon Aggregates oﬀer their
services to large civil engineering
and construction contractors,
building contractors, self-build and
cash customers.
Breedon Aggregates have quarries
in the following locations –
Banavie
Located in Fort William, has an
asphalt and a concrete plant
which has a pan mixer from which
customers can uplift concrete. The
quarry also supplies a full range
of aggregates, ﬁll materials and
decorative aggregate.
Benderloch
Located on the outskirts of
Benderloch village, the quarry
has a concrete plant with a pan
mixer from which customers can
uplift concrete. The quarry also
supplies a full range of sand, gravel,
aggregates and ﬁll materials.
Bonawe
Located beside the village of
Bonawe on the banks of Loch Etive

the quarry has an asphalt plant and
supplies a full range of aggregates
and ﬁll materials along with
decorative aggregate. The quarry is
able to ship materials by sea, via its
pier to Islands or mainland ports.
Furnace
Located between Inveraray and
Lochgilphead on the banks of Loch
Fyne, the quarry has an asphalt and
concrete plant and supplies a full
range of ﬁll materials and decorative aggregate. The quarry is able to
ship materials by sea, via via its pier
to Islands or mainland ports.
EZ Street Cold Asphalt
Breedon Aggregates hold stocks
of EZ Street Cold Asphalt at
Benderloch Quarry in either 1
tonne bulk bags or 22kg bags.
This is a permanent repair for
potholes, utility cuts, repairs and
surfacing patches which is similar
in appearance and performance
to a good hot asphalt mix and can
be laid in any weather conditions.
More information is available from
the Dunbeg sales oﬃce - please call
01631 565128 for more info and
visit www.breedonaggregates.com

Kit
Homes
Kit homes have seen a rise in
popularity in recent years due
to their stylish designs, energyefﬁciency and affordability.
In addition, kit homes allow
homeowners to take part in their
property’s construction, which
can be a satisfying experience for
many.

Kit homes have seen a
rise in popularity in recent
years due to their stylish
designs, energy-eﬃciency and
aﬀordability. In addition, kit
homes allow homeowners to
take part in their property’s
construction, which can be a
satisfying experience for many.
A kit home is designed and
partially manufactured oﬀ
site and then all the materials
are delivered by truck to the
construction site for assembly.
Some kits have parts that will
need to be cut and trimmed
on site. Kit homes are spacious
and functional, as well as
self-suﬃcient and sustainable.
They have an open-plan layout, pre-built components that
allow better quality control,
eco-friendly properties and
design ﬂexibility.
Aﬀordability
Kit homes are more aﬀordable
than conventional homes.
Their costs will vary depending
on the type of home you
choose, what is and isn’t
included in the package, how
much of the work you’ll take
on yourself, and if you’re
hiring a contractor to build the
home. Generally, a kit home
package will cost about one
third of the total cost of the
completed home. Most kits
only come with the materials

for the home’s exterior shell.
The cost of labour, land,
utilities and completing the
interior are generally not
included in the kit price. But
overall, kit homes are still
cheaper, costing 40% less to
build. Applying what you’ve
learnt from your research and
an owner-builder course can
also save time and money.
You can save more money
by doing more of the work
yourself. However, if you have
no training in construction,
hire a building contractor.
This means the home can be
assembled onsite much faster.

to a few days to erect the
exterior shell and install the
roof, windows and doors with
the aid of a small group of
experienced carpenters. A
contractor will then ﬁnish the
interior, which could take 2-3
months. It will take longer
(around 5-9 months) for
owner-builders, particularly if
you’re living in the home while
it’s being built.

Ease and eco-friendly features
Building a kit home is
easier and less wasteful, as
the manufacturer has already
worked out the basic plans
and technical details, as well
as cut and pre-assembled the
materials. Green materials
used include sea containers,
timber, glass and steel.
Thermal eﬃciency is also
assured through energy-eﬃcient heating systems, solar
panels and insulation. You can
also install water recycling
features such as low-water
shower, dual-ﬂush toilets, grey
water recycling and rainwater
harvesting.
Reduce build time
It can take from several hours

Types of kit homes
Most kit homes fall into one of
four main categories:
Log homes
Log homes are made of
handcrafted logs or factory-milled logs that can expand
and contract due to changes in
humidity and temperature, so
it’s important to seal the logs
properly together. Log homes
can also shrink after being
built, so keep this in mind and
plan ahead. Log kits include
interior ﬁxtures.

Customisable
Kit homes can be customised
by the homeowner, at little to
no cost. You can design rooms
in any style and size you want.

Timber-frame homes
Also known as post-and-beam
homes, timber-frame homes
have no interior structural
walls, so they oﬀer ﬂexibility
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Norscot
Norscot Kit Homes
Offer Gold Standard

ECO KIT HOMES
specifications which exceed current Building Standards

YOUR LOCAL TIMBER
FRAME SPECIALIST

”

Bower Workshops, Bower, Wick. T: 01955 641303
20 Carsegate Road, Inverness. T: 01463 224040
W: norscot.co.uk E: sales@norscot.co.uk
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“

A very professional service throughout,
not to mention value for money.

4

Panelised homes
Panelised homes can have
an open panel (e.g. a frame
with exterior sheathing and
a non-insulated/unﬁnished
interior) or a closed panel (e.g.
a frame with a ﬁnished interior
or a structural insulated panel

ES

98

Dome homes
They’re ﬂexible, spacious,
energy-eﬃcient and made of
triangular ﬁbreglass panels
that can withstand severe
weather conditions. Dome
homes are easier to build as

cutting the pieces in the same
shape, size and angle is done
repeatedly. They can also
be built quickly, as you can
erect the shell and install the
windows and doors in one day.

QU
A

when designing the interior
layout. They also provide large
wall space for windows, which
allows for passive solar design.
Timber-frame homes facing
south with insulated roof and
wall panels are energy-eﬃcient.

80% of all new homes are built using
Norscot is a leading manufacturer
timber frame. Norscot kit homes are
of timber frame kit homes in the
individually certiﬁed by an indeHighlands & Islands. Since its
pendent structural engineer and, in
inception in 1984 over 1,000 kits
standard form, suitable for any UK
have been supplied, primarily to
mainland or island location.
self-builders.
What sets Norscot apart from
Norscot is a member of the Strucother conventional timber frame
tural Timber Association, the trade
manufacturers is its overall external
association representing 85% of UK
timber frame manufacturers. One of wall construction ‘EcoWall’. The
type, thickness and position of
the STA’s roles is to promote higher
insulation and other non-structural
standards through their Q-Mark
components which, combined
quality
scheme
and
training
services.
(SIP)). Using SIPS for the ﬂoors,
with high levels of air tightness,
Norscot
kit
homes
are
accredited
walls and roof help create
provide the perfect balance
with
Q-Mark
Plus,
representi
ng
the
an energy-eﬃcient home.
between cost and beneﬁt in terms of
‘gold
standard’
for
the
industry.
Panelised kits can come with
energy eﬃciency. Norscot’s ‘EcoWall’
The
structural
panel
constructi
on
roof trusses and wall sections
achieves signiﬁcantly better thermal
employed
by
Norscot
is
simple
in
and have ﬂexible ﬂoor plans.
performance than that required by
design and that used by most house
Scottish Building Standards.
builders
in
Scotland,
where
over
Create a checklist
Creating a checklist will help
you to stay organised from
I N D I V I D U A L LY D E S I G N E D • E N E R G Y S A V I N G
the start and ensure that you
obtain the right knowledge,
skills, budget and people you
need prior to building your kit
home.
Expertly manufactured in the far noth of Scotland to

TA

BLISHE

D

1
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Kit Homes
...continued
Here’s what to put on your checklist:
• Do your research – If you have no experience
in building homes, then do some research on the
process of building a kit home and on local building
codes. Know how long it might take to build your
kit home, e.g. large kit homes take around 8-12
months to complete. Choose a kit home company
with a good reputation and good customer
reviews.
• Take a course – If you’re thinking of building your
kit home yourself, then take an owner-builder
course. It’s short, cheap and will prepare you for
building your own kit home.
• Create a budget – Include the main costs and
additional costs, including upgrades during the
building process. Make a budget for what it is you
want and stick to it.
• Speak with a lender – If you’ll be borrowing
money for your kit home, get a loan from a small
bank, as they’re more open to lending for non-conventional homes. Expect to pay a bigger deposit
than for a conventional home. The lender may also
choose who gets to build the home (e.g. you or a
contractor), so that they get a good-quality product
from the deal.
• Find the right builder – If you want to hire a
builder, read people’s reviews of home builders
and look at their ﬁnished work before choosing
one. Also look for a builder who can gather a team
of good tradespeople that they can manage in
order to complete the project on time and within
budget. You can also ask the kit home company or their local dealer if
they know of a good contractor who can build your home.
• Get the building site ready – You’ll need to source and buy land, then
complete the foundation before the kit home arrives. Ensure there’s
space to accommodate the truck and have your work crew ready to go
when the materials arrive.
• Be organised – Stack the materials neatly together and somewhere safe
from the weather. Read the manual, follow the steps in order and have
someone be in charge of the manual throughout the building process.

H IGHL A N D S L ATE S U PP L I E S
RECLAIMED & NEW SLATE

We have the largest stock of reclaimed
Ballachulish slate in the North of Scotland, also
a wide range of good quality reclaimed Welsh.
We also offer competitive rates to buy slates
on or off the roof. Delivery service throughout
Scotland with our flexible transport system at
competitive rates.

www.highlandslatesupplies.co.uk
Telephone 07778 829604

Common mistakes to avoid
Owner-builders often make mistakes when
building their kit home, which can be a huge
drain on time, money and resources. To
prevent the same thing happening to you,
here’s what to avoid:
• Don’t just place your kit home anywhere on
the site. Consider views, privacy, and cardinal
directions for hot and cold temperatures.
• Don’t pour all the cement at once in order
to save money, as it will harden before you
can even ﬁnish the job.
• Don’t schedule tradespeople out of
order, e.g. plumbing, insulation and electric
work should be done before you call in the
drywaller.
• Don’t settle on the design and budget
before knowing what the site requirements
are, e.g. earthworks and access to essential
services.
• Don’t do everything yourself. Have an
experienced professional help you out.
• Don’t create a large kit home with no design
features or it will just look like one big box.
• Don’t go for cheap wall frames when
installing the roof or the walls will not stay
straight.
• Don’t create a unique design that will be
unappealing to others and make it hard to sell
the home.

• Don’t hesitate to seek professional advice
where necessary. Spending a few bucks on
expert advice can save you considerable
money later on.
• Don’t set impossible deadlines that could
ruin your health and family life.
• Don’t make any guesses. Figure out how
many hours is required for each task from the
bids given by subcontractors.
• Don’t just look at prices when comparing kit
homes. Also consider the number of standard
inclusions.
• Don’t just choose contractors with the
lowest bid price. Find out why it’s cheaper
than others.
• Don’t forget to set aside some money for
landscaping.
• If you don’t apply glue to the ﬂoor sheeting,
it will squeak.
• If you don’t re-plumb door jambs, the doors
will not hang correctly.
• If you don’t seek help to ﬁx a mistake you
made, you could create even bigger, more
expensive problems later on.
• Learn the rules before you break them, e.g.
conventional ﬂashing will still be needed for
alternative triangular windows.
• Pick a design based on the lifestyle you
want, e.g. privacy, entertaining, or space for a
growing family.

Keep these tips in mind, and not only will you save a lot of time and money, but when it’s time
to build your kit home, it will be a smooth, stress-free process.
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Scotframe
The fabric of a building
gives substance to its
thermal performance
“Think Fabric First”
In practice the energy
eﬃciency of a building
boils down to a couple
of things. How much
fuel is required to power
its heating and water
systems and how well
the building manages to
retain the heat that is
generated.
The better a building
performs in these two
areas, the less fuel its
occupants will use on
a daily basis and the
lower its emissions will
be. As such the fabric
of a building is central
to its green credentials.
Increasingly this is
becoming a signiﬁcant
factor in the decision
making process for all
house builders.
Within the past few

years, the building
standard regulations
were amended to ensure
all new properties deliver
a 30% cut in the current
benchmark for CO2
emissions. The standard
will then be reduced
again by a further 30% in
2016.
In the same way that fuel
consumption for cars has
become an important
factor, people are being
encouraged to look at the
energy performance of
a property, understand
its ongoing running costs
and include this in their
purchasing decision.
For those looking to
build their own home,
constructing a property
that meets not only
today’s standards, but
also those of the years

to come, has signiﬁcant
beneﬁts in relation to the
day-to-day costs of living
in the property.
In short, the fabric of the
building and the way it
is put together means
homes of this type can
be heated up very quickly
and retain their temperature for incredibly long
periods of time. This

reduces their energy
needs signiﬁcantly. This is
where our focus should
lie, rather than with using
renewable energy to
make up for poor design
and build quality.
For further information,
contact Peter Hall –
Marketing Manager
Email: peter.hall@
scotframe.co.uk
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Jewson
Jewson’s expert, Sales
Executive Dan Baxter,
is available to assist
with all your self build
project needs.
Jewson has been working with
self build customers for many
years. If you’re planning a self
build home or renovation project,
Jewson oﬀers professional advice,
personal support and signiﬁcant
cost savings on all your materials
and ﬁttings. Self build Homes, Self
build Conservatories or Self build
extension projects can be very
daunting, however by starting with
Jewson, you have taken the ﬁrst
step to easier project management
as you begin your self build project.
Our network of 600 branches
oﬀers all the expertise and advice
you will need throughout each

stage.
Jewson oﬀers the widest range
of quality materials and products
from everyday core essentials to
the latest sustainable innovations
- Jewson’s friendly and knowledgeable staﬀ continue to provide
the highest levels of customer
service. In addition to timber and
building materials, Jewson also
has specialist landscaping, joinery,
insulation, tool hire, brick, kitchen
and bathroom centres up and
down the country.
Call into your local branch today,
to ﬁnd out where, go to
www.jewson.co.uk.

Architectural
designs
Design changes, as does architecture. Trends don’t emerge
as rapidly here as they do in say, food or fashion, but the
economy, the environment, and demographics all spur shifts
in the choices of materials, designs, layouts, and construction
methods for single- and multifamily dwellings.
Homebuilders
have indicated a
strong preference
for functionality,
accessibility and sustainability over the
last ten years and
architects expect
that to accelerate,
with increasing
demand for healthy
building materials
and furnishings,
along with designs
that provide measures of resistance
to weather related
calamities.
What’s hot in
architectural designs

for the next decade?
Top 10 residential
design trends for
the next 10 years
include:
• Technological
integration becoming
more prevalent,
with both dedicated
support for personal
devices, along with
automated controls
for temperature,
security and lighting
• Increased consumer awareness
about environmental
health issues leading
to more widespread
use of low or no

volatile organic
compounds for
paint and composite
wood, natural fibre
upholstery, carpets
without polyvinyl
chloride backing
and air purification
systems
• Growing demand
for design strategies
that strengthen
homes against
natural disasters
including elevating
residences, windows
with impact glazing,
dedicated safe rooms
and backup power
generation

• Increasing use of
energy-efficient and
other sustainable
design elements and
products such as
solar panels, water
reclamation systems
and tankless water
heaters
• Aging-in-place
and universal design
elements to accommodate an aging
population including
wider hallways,
added handrails
and one-level living
spaces
• Kitchens serving
as focal point of the

Thorne Wyness Architects are high quality, low energy designers.We would
love to discuss your project in our Tobermory Office, or we can meet you at your
property.We can help you through the process from Planning, through Building
Warrant and construction.

Architects on the Isle of Mull

23 Main Street,Tobermory. 01688302746 www.thornewyness.co.uk
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Fleming Homes
Exceptional one-off timber frame designs tailored to
suit your individual requirements.

home highlighted by
open design concepts
• Heavy emphasis
and investment in
outdoor living spaces
• Need for space devoted to home offices
reflecting changing
work patterns
• Infill development
promoting smaller,
better designed
homes
• Strong preference
for urban lifestyle
characteristics resulting in higher-density
development that
provide additional
amenities to residents

Fleming Homes has been supplying
bespoke timber frame homes
to the UK self-build market for
over 30 years. With an unrivalled
passion for the traditional values of
self-build the Company is committed to maintaining these traditions
through exceptional one-oﬀ timber
frame designs, quality products
and excellent service.
From its free design service to
erection, the Company oﬀer expert

advice and solutions across all
stages of the self-build process
including planning, building
regulations, full material speciﬁcation, structural engineering,
construction design, timber frame
manufacture and supply across the
UK and overseas.
For specialist timber frame advice
tailored to your individual project
contact Jason Hartley on 07712
305381 or 01361 883785.

Exceptional one-off timber
frame designs tailored
to suit your individual
requirements

Planning a visit to the Scottish Home Show, 23rd - 25th September, at
the Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre? Contact us ahead
of the show to book a 1:2:1 with one of our timber frame experts.

Tel: 01361 883785

enquiries@fleminghomes.co.uk
www.fleminghomes.co.uk
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Renovating a
Home
Top Ten Dos and Don’ts

Helping your vision
become reality!
ALL JOINER WORK UNDERTAKEN
NEW BUILDS • EXTENSIONS
RENOVATIONS • WINDOWS
DOORS • KITCHENS
& MUCH MORE
FREE QUOTES
Friendly, Efficient & Reliable Service
Tel: 01586 551676 / 07717443715
calummckinven@hotmail.co.uk

WEST COAST WALL &
FLOOR TILING SPECIALIST
OVER 38 YEARS IN THE INDUSTRY/TRADE
Commercial and domestic contracting
Kitchen/bathrooms
Terracotta & porcelain
Full bathroom renovations
email: tilerdave66@gmail.com
Mob: 07879812603

When renovating a home it’s essential to carefully plan and budget for your project. Make
sure you follow our Top 10 Dos and Don’ts when renovating a home.
There are lots of things that you need to do when considering a property project, but here
are our Top Ten Tips to get you started:1. Do make a list of everything that you want to
do, not just in one room, but around the rest of
your home too.
2. Do write down a priority order of what needs
doing. For example, do you renovate room by
room, or get the home painted throughout
ﬁrst?
3. Do work out how much you have to
spend - keeping up to 30% of the budget as a
contingency.
4. Do write down a list of materials that are
required and start to work out and then ﬁnd
out the diﬀerence in value versus quality
5. Do make sure you shop around for materials
- or if professionally ﬁtted ask them to list and
break out cost of materials and labour
6. Don’t employ a tradesperson or professional
company, unless you are sure you have read
and both parties have signed a contract.
7. Don’t pay for work upfront, agree stage
payments for work and make sure you keep
10% of the ﬁnal cost back until the work is
ﬁnished to your satisfaction.
8. Don’t skimp on items that need to last such
as taps or showers
9. Don’t keep changing your spec throughout
the project - you will go over budget and annoy
the trades people!
10. Don’t try to do too much in one go, do
things in the right order and take one step at a
time.
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Trades and
professionals
Four in ten British homeowners say they feel nervous about hiring a builder or tradesmen, a study
has revealed. Nearly three quarters of Brits said they feel anxious when it comes to dealing with
workmen they haven’t met before, and almost half feel they are going to get ripped oﬀ.
Despite these fears, 70% never bother to check
for professional credentials, and three quarters
don’t even know the last name of the person
they are hiring. Less than one in four said they
took up references from previous customers.
Our guide can help you ﬁnd honest, hardworking professionals, and here we share tips on
how to make sure you ﬁnd the perfect tradesmen for your self build, from the joiners to the
plumbers, from the glazers to the electricians.
Get a written estimate. Write down your
speciﬁcations, desired time frames and budget
before calling. Never approve a job from a
verbal contract.
Beware the VAT-free ‘deal’. A VAT-free deal
means one of two things. Either the builder
does not do more than £81,000 worth of
business per annum, or alternatively he is
avoiding his legal tax liabilities. You need to ask
yourself - Is this builder large enough to be able
to complete my work, Will he be around if any
of the work requires repair? How can I have a
valid contract if there is no proof of payment?
Always get more than one quote. Price should
not always be the deciding factor, quality of
materials, proven accreditations, experience
and reputation should play a large part in your
decision. Do they oﬀer a skill as one of many or
do they specialise? Remember, cheapest is not
always best. Be cautious of employing trades
who have no trading address in their advert and
no landline number.
Get a warranty. Some traders have deposit

protection insurance or oﬀer guarantees. Check
what warranties they have in place
Check their accreditations. Do not be afraid to
make sure their accreditations are up to date.
If your trader is a member of a registered trade
referral body, such as FMB, and do not be afraid
to contact the government Trustmark www.
trustmark.org.uk, to make
sure they have not lapsed.
Pay by credit card if
you can, this gives you
more protection. If they
only take cash, get a
receipt, if it is a door
knocker – be wary, get
advice. Crucially, don’t
do business at the
door.
Paying for a
job up front
is also not
advisable.
It is much
better to
pay in
instalments
as agreed
between
you and
your
tradesperson.

Why choose Everest?

For over 50 years Everest has
installed windows and doors
throughout the West of Scotland
and on many of the islands.
Every home is diﬀerent, people’s
needs vary and even diﬀerent
areas of the country have
diﬀerent needs. Everest’s sales
consultants will take time to listen
to what a homeowner wants.
Some of the questions one should
consider are;
What will suit my home best?
Which material will be best uPVC,
Aluminium, timber or composite?
What colour will make my home
better and stamp my mark on the
property? Everest have a wide
range of colours to choose from
and you can even with some have
white inside and a colour outside!
Are security and heat retention
important? Everest windows and
doors are very secure and heat
retention on our windows is great.

What guarantees will I get?
Everest makes it doors and
windows for your home, they are
not “oﬀ the shelf”. So before an
order is sent for manufacture one
of our trained surveyors will visit
the property and check sizes and
designs, we can work from plans
as well. Installation is carried out
by our own teams. In Scotland we
have an administration centre in
Ayr and depots from which our
installation teams work in various
places in Scotland.
Everest would be delighted to
help you enhance and revitalise
your home.
Everest supplies products with a
comprehensive range of accreditations.
Why not give Peter a call to
arrange a consultation.
Peter Ramsay
Mob 07816 934364
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Highland Blindcraft
Great night’s sleep in a Highland Blindcraft bed
“hand made with a touch more care”

The Top Interior Design
Trends for 2016:
From Geometric Patterns and Natural Minerals to
Black Steel Industrial Doors

What could be more appealing
than getting a great night’s sleep
in your new bed from Highland
BlindCraft?
Highland BlindCraft has over 100
years’ experience in manufacturing
beds and mattresses at their factory
in Ardconnel Street, Inverness, but
don’t think for a minute that they
are stuck in the past.
Their mattresses use the most up to
date ﬁllings and spring units such as
pocket springs, traditional bonnel
spring and a range of memory foam
options. The variation in styles and
models are quite startling and you
are sure to ﬁnd a mattress to suit
your requirements.
They have also introduced a range
of fabrics that enhance the look of
the divan base. These are available
in a choice of colours and looks well
in both the modern and the more
traditional bedroom.
Don’t forget that they also make a

range of headboards at their factory
using a vast range of fabrics, and can
also make these to a speciﬁc size or
shape that you might have in mind
as a centre piece for your bedroom.
In their new extended showroom
in Ardconnel Street they also have
a large range of pine beds and
furniture, metal beds, a range of
children’s beds as well as leather
bed options.
When you buy a bed from Highland
Blindcraft not only are you sure of
a quality product but you are also
helping to sustain local employment.
The company has a ﬁrst class
sales to door service and their
experienced sales team will not only
assist you in making sure that you
choose the bed that is right for you
but will make sure that the delivery
suits you.
So come and have a look at their
showroom in Ardconnel Street, to
see what they can oﬀer.

The Top Interior Design Trends for 2016: From
Geometric Patterns and Natural Minerals to Black
Steel Industrial Doors
2016 will be the year of bold colours and
patterns, bright metals, and a strengthening of
design’s connection to nature. Homeowners are
throwing the rule book out the window to create
spaces that reﬂect their individual personality,
while mixing old and new items to live in a
beautifully unique home. Homeowners are also
interested in sustainable homes to respect energy
conservation and natural resources. The Oban
Times has handpicked some of the top trends in
home and interior design in the coming year.

- Natural Minerals: Accessories and accent
furniture pieces created from earth’s treasures
add an unusual and interesting element of nature
in a space. Chandeliers, lamps and small furniture
composed from colourful minerals, crystals,
chunks of quartz and unpolished semi-precious
stones communicate rock-solid style.
- Geometric Patterns: The classic appeal of
geometric shapes is making a bold return in 2016.
While the trend ﬁnds traditional expression in
fabrics and tile, geometric patterns created from
atypical materials such as wood and cement are
also popular.
- Mixed Metals: The adventurous trend toward
mixing and matching patterns, colours and
textures dazzles in the treatment of mixed metals
this year. Spaces throughout the home are
incorporating artful blends of silver, brass, gold
and copper.
- Unﬁnished Walls: Once again drawing from
the calming and appealing elements of earth,
unﬁnished walls evoke the natural environment in
stylish, rustic renditions from wood to concrete.
- Industrial Black Steel and Glass: Black steel
and glass doors and windows with an industrial
inﬂuence are increasingly popular in a variety
of home designs with a clean, modern look that
perfectly frames a view.
- Floor to Ceiling Tile: Seamless ﬂoor to ceiling tile
treatments in bathrooms and kitchens bring a
clean elegance to pops of colour and pattern in a
space.
- Unexpected Colour: Neutral colour palettes will
take a back seat in 2016 to brighter and more
interesting hues. Pastels and jewel tones are
particularly in evidence both as wall colours and
accent colours.
- Sustainability: In 2016, the commitment to
creating and maintaining a better environment is
strengthened as sustainable design continues to
gain interest. Expressions of this trend start with
building homes to meet BREEAM certiﬁcations
and also include repurposing existing objects and
acquiring pieces from vintage or antique stores.
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Energy and
renewables
GREEN living is becoming
easier with the renewable
energy industry at an
all-time high. Innovative
new products are emerging
all the time and ﬁnally
government subsidies may
be available to support this
development.

Think insulation
Ensuring your property has the best insulation
possible can be the most cost eﬀective energy
improvement. Self-builders can beneﬁt from
choosing materials such as Warmcel, a recycled
sustainable insulation with a high thermal mass
and 30% improved air tightness. ‘Annual energy
cost for a house built to current building regulation insulation levels is likely to cost around £900,’
said Gareth Major, Design & Marketing at PYC
Group. ‘If the levels of insulation are increased
to a higher level, the annual energy costs would
be less than £100. Over the lifetime of a building,
at today’s fuel prices, cost savings are likely to exceed £50,000. An initial investment of improving
the building fabric by increasing the insulation
thickness will not only save the occupant money
but enhance their overall quality of life by giving
them a warmer, more comfortable environment
to live in.’
Heating Options
The advancement of renewable heating options
over the last few years have been signiﬁcant.
Well-insulated homes are best suited to an air or
ground source heat pump. To reduce the cost of
high hot water usage, consider a solar thermal
system or hot water heat pump. Under-ﬂoor
heating that is integrated with an air source heat
pump will make a long-term diﬀerence to your
heating system eﬃciency.
Electricity Options
Solar PV is the obvious choice for renewable
electricity for your self-build. Panel prices have
recently dropped making it a more aﬀordable
solution on the road to self-generation. The UK
has a Feed-in Tariﬀ provided by the government

too, which rewards you for solar installation and
gives 20 years of tax-free income from the power
you generate- that’s on top of the savings you’ll
be making on electricity bills. If your property
doesn’t have a south-facing roof, solar panels
are still an option. You could consider panels
on another out building/garage or having a
ground-mounted system in your garden.
If you are completing a self-build, consider getting
renewable energy experts on board to assess
your plans and advise on how to make them
more eﬀective.

Backwoodsman
This is perhaps one of our best purchases ever. Many
thanks for your help and advice so freely given.
Mr & Mrs C, Struchur
Although the majority of our
customers are ﬁtting a stove into an
existing house, a signiﬁcant part of
our time is also devoted to working
on new-build and renovation projects with architects and developers.
We will work closely with you from
the beginning of your project and
provide advice on the best site for
your stove and chimney in order to
ensure maximum performance and
eﬃciency from the installation.
Comprehensive advice is freely
available to local customers and
covers everything from heat-loss
calculations to water heating and
chimney design. We oﬀer a CAD
service and can work directly from
your architect’s plans or from PDF’s
sent via email. Chimney design is
critical to the performance of a stove
and we always recommend that you

are fully aware of the implications of
stove position at the early stages of
the project which we are happy to
advise on.
Our recommendations are (wherever possible) based on a thorough
on-site appraisal, usually carried
out at our expense and without
obligation. Our aim is to ensure that
you end up with a safe, eﬃcient
installation.
For further information please call us
on 01631 720539.
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Action stations at
Campbeltown’s
RNLI open day
ONE OF the joys of a ways seem full of spechildren’s seaside holi- cial toys.
day is walking around
C a m p b e l t o w n ’s
the shops which al- RNLI
fundraising

shop, on the ﬁshermen’s quay, is an undiscovered Aladdin’s
cave of goodies such
as clockwork crabs and
seagulls, a unique kite
and rock.
Last Saturday it was
full to bursting for
three hours as youngsters headed for the

toys after they were
given guided tours
of the lifeboat, RNLI Leo Thomson, four, Lily Johnson, nine, Lyle McKinven, three, and
Land-Rover and crew Eve McKinven, behind, taste life on Campbeltown’s lifeboat.
room where they were 25_c30lifeboat04
able to try on special
clothing.
Upstairs in the operation centre, mums and
dads sampled teas and
home baking.

Carla Renton, five, holds a soft
toy sea turtle and Kirstie Renton, eight, has just bought one of Ayla Campbell, seven, and Kian
Campbell, five, who was very
the great undiscovered toys of
pleased with his clockwork crab.
the lifeboat shop: a mini kite.
25_c30lifeboat06

Campbeltown lifeboat’s second coxswain,
harbourmaster Stephen Scally, with
his grandson Graham, four. Graham’s
great-grandad was also a coxswain and his
uncles Greg and Mark are crew members.
Graham already looks the part with an RNLI
one-piece waterproof suit. 25_c30lifeboat03

25_c30lifeboat05

Daniel Dillon, three, from Glasgow, was in
town visiting his granny when he grabbed
the chance to try on a inshore lifeboat crew
members’ life-jacket for size. 25_c30lifeboat01

Seaﬁsh trawls for responses
from survey of Kintyre ﬂeet
A SEAFOOD organisation
tried to net skippers and vessel owners’ views in Kintyre as
part of its annual economic survey of the UK’s ﬁshing ﬂeet.
Researchers visited ports
across the west of Scotland collecting data on ﬁshing and vessel costs in order to build an upto-date picture of the UK ﬂeet’s
economic performance.
The researchers will be talking to ﬁshermen about the performance of their vessels, their
fuel consumption and the number of crew on board.
Expectations
Seaﬁsh seeks to identify factors which affect the performance of ﬁshing businesses,
along with their expectations

and ambitions for the coming
years.
The UK’s vote to leave the
EU – and this being the ﬁrst
year of the landing obligation
– makes 2016 a crucial time to
gather economic performance
data from the ﬂeet.
The results, to be published
in 2017, are intended to help
industry leaders and policy makers better understand
the economic consequences of
changes in ﬁshery policy and
of the broader ﬁnancial climate.
Steve Lawrence, economics project manager at Seaﬁsh,
said: ‘Thanks to the participation of several hundred vessel
owners, we are able to accurately represent the economic

performance of the UK ﬁshing
ﬂeet for a number of years.
‘Only with the continued
support of the industry in Argyll can we keep up this hugely valuable exercise, producing
outputs that allow us to better
understand the industry as a
whole and to inform key decision makers.’
Supported
The survey is supported by
the national federations and local associations around the UK.
All information provided is
conﬁdential and no individual
vessel ﬁgures will be revealed
in the report.
The results of last year’s report can be found at www.seafish.org.
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Discover

Gigha

Often referred to as ‘God’s Island’ for its natural
beauty, the idyllic isle of Gigha is an untainted
paradise of crystal clear waters lapping softly onto
pristine white sandy beaches.
Gigha hotel has
some rare treats
THE ISLAND, 20 minutes from Tayinloan,
has many delights
and one of the best is
tasting succulent halibut at the hotel often
referred to as Gigha’s
beating heart.
The hotel which also
offers Kintyre cheese
and its own Gigha
bread
has
been
awarded Taste our
Best status for 2015
and 2016 from Visit
Scotland.
Since Leicestershire
couple, Ken and An-

gela Deacon, took
loving control of the
historic building last
year it has thrived
once again, with self
catering cottages, an
intimate bar and new
café bistro.
Not only is this a wonderful place to stay
for a mini-break it is
also an idyllic spot to
hold a event such as
a wedding or special
birthday celebration.
There is a large garden with sensational
views across the sea
to Kintyre. Moving
into the beautiful autumn months there

will be some special
mini-break offers incorporating live music weekends, murder mysteries and
tempting tastes from
around the world created with Scottish ingredients.
A place apart all less
than an hour from
Campbeltown.
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PROPERTY NEWS

LOCAL ESTATE AGENTS

Property valuations increased across UK in
June – despite EU referendum
THE pace of property
valuations conducted
in June 2016 in the
UK increased both
an annual basis and
month on month,
according to the latest
research.
The total number of
valuations carried out
in June rose by four
per cent compared to
June 2015, and 24 per
cent compared to the
previous month, the
report covering the
month of the European
Union
referendum
from Connells Survey
and Valuation shows.
John
Bagshaw,
corporate
services
director of Connells
Survey and Valuation,
pointed
out
that
the background to
the figures is one of
uncertainty and shock
in the days after the UK
decided to leave the
EU, yet the property

landscape
appears
surprisingly
stable
which he believes is
encouraging.
‘Initial solidity from
the post-Brexit housing
market may not be
enough to answer all the
new legal and financial
questions in light of the
vote or to offset a likely
blow to confidence on
the near horizon. But this
should bring such
fears into perspective.
Life
will go on and the
property market will
continue to function,’
he said.
Leading the June
housing
market,
activity from first-time
buyers
accelerated
last month, making
up for a considerable
slowdown in buyto-let
valuations.
Numbers
taking
their first step onto

the property ladder
rose 23 per cent year
on year, whereas
buy to let valuations
decreased by 40 per
cent over the same
period.
This is on the back of
27 per cent month on
month growth for firsttime buyer valuations,
ahead of the general
seasonal pick-up in
total activity, while
buy-to-let valuations
increased
by
17
per cent since May,
considerably slower
than
the
overall
picture.
‘First-time buyers
continue to drive activity
in the housing market,
an emerging trend since
the start of the year
and now reaching a
new peak. Government
schemes such as Help
to Buy continue to be
significant. But now a

slowdown in the buy-tolet sector may be adding
an extra short-term
boost for new buyers,
as competition from
landlords diminishes a
little, easing the hunt
for a home for sale,’
Bagshaw explained.
Remortgaging has
also seen a significant
boost in valuation
activity in June. The
number of valuations
carried out in June
for those looking
to remortgage rose
by 18 per cent on a
12-month basis and
19 per cent month on
month.
Home
movers
were more cautious.
Valuations
for
existing
homeowners
looking
to move to a new
property decreased
by seven per cent
on an annual basis

since
June
2015.
However, the number
of such home owner
valuations rose by 29
per cent since May.
‘Home movers have
once again had a
stable month, and this
section of the market
has
enjoyed
the
strongest
seasonal
acceleration
from
May.
Meanwhile,
remortgaging
is
the
other
major
winner from a time
of consistently low
mortgage rates
and
a

possibility of even
lower borrowing costs
over the summer,’
Bagshaw pointed out.
‘As seen in recent
months, many people
are taking advantage
of these rates and
switching to better
mortgage deals. While
the coming months
are far from certain, so
long as lenders
r e m a i n

financially
healthy
there’s a good chance
that expected lower
interest rates could
feed through to even
better mortgage rates
and a further wave
of
remortgaging
activity,’
he
added.

PUBLIC NOTICES
GOODS VEHICLE
OPERATOR’S LICENCE

To find out more about living and working
in argyll & bute visit us @

www.argyll-bute.gov.uk

Comhairle Earra-Ghàidheal agus Bhòid

PLANNING
These applications listed below together with other related documents may be inspected between 09:00-12.30 –
13.30-16:00 hrs Monday to Friday at 1A Manse Brae Lochgilphead PA31 8RD, at the alternative locations detailed below
during their normal opening times or by logging on to the Council’s website at www.argyll-bute.gov.uk.

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURE (SCOTLAND) REGULATIONS 2013 REGULATION 20(1)
ADVERT STATEMENT
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (SCOTLAND) ACT 1997 (AS AMENDED),
RELATED PLANNING (LISTED BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION AREAS)
(SCOTLAND) ACT 1997
Ref. No.

Proposal

Site Address

Location of Plans

16/01831/PPP

Site for the erection of dwellinghouse

Land North East of Carrick House
Tarbert Argyll and Bute PA29 6YF

Sub Post Office
Harbour Street
Tarbert

16/01873/PP

Erection of meteorological wind
Land South East of Meall Buidhe
monitoring mast (up to 70.5m in height) And South of A’Chruach West of
for a temporary period of 5 years
Saddell Kintyre Argyll

Burnet Building
St John St
Campbeltown

16/01872/PP

Erection of meteorological wind
Land at Meall Buidhe and South
monitoring mast (up to 70.5m in height) of A’Chruach West of Saddell
for a temporary period of 5 years
Kintyre Argyll

Burnet Building
St John St
Campbeltown

Written comments can be made to the above address or submitted online http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/planningand-environment/find-and-comment-planning-applications within 21 days of this advert. Please quote the reference
number in any correspondence. Any letter of representation the Council receives is considered a public document and
will be published on our website. Anonymous or marked confidential correspondence will not be considered. A weekly
list of all applications can be viewed at all Area Offices, Council Libraries and on the Councils website.

James Cooper Prentice trading
as J & C Prentice Shellﬁsh Ltd of
Jura House, Lady Ileene Road,
Tarbert, Argyll, PA29 6TU

Is applying to change an existing licence to use Tarbert
Fish Quay, Harbour Street, Tarbert, Argyll, PA29 6UD
as operating centre for an extra 2 goods vehicles and 0
trailers. Owners or occupiers of land (including buildings)
near the operating centre who believe that their use or
enjoyment of that land would be affected, should make
written representations to the Trafﬁc Commissioner at
Hillcrest House, 386 Harehills Lane, Leeds, LS9 6NF
stating their reasons, within 21 days of this notice.
Representors must at the same time send a copy of their
representations to the applicant at the address given at
the top of this notice. A Guide to Making Representations
is available from the Trafﬁc Commissioner’s Ofﬁce.

like us on

facebook

www.facebook.com/campbeltowncourier
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West Coast MOTORING TIMES
DRIVETIMES

SAILING TIMES

Nissan 350Z 2005
3.5 V6 280bhp, 62,000 miles, 2
seater sports car, in excellent
condition, new Goodyear
Eagle F1 tyres all round (not
shown), new Brembo pads
all round, touch screen radio,
phone, CD player, full leather,
extremely well looked after
reliable fast car, road tax £280
per annum.

GARAGES

CAR DEALERSHIPS

Nissan Navara Tekna

MOTORING NEWS

LANDROVER DISCOVERY TD5ES
DIESEL,
144,941 MILES,
GREEN.
£3495 o.n.o

Double cab pickup,
year 2013 on 63 plate,
full leather upholstery,
reversing camera, Sat
nav, handsfree, 6 speed
manual, rear cover, Tow
Bar. Metallic Silver only
24000 miles.

£13,995+VAT

£6,450
Telephone 01852 300447 or 07788 883499

Telephone 07437 408237

Tel: 01989 563264

Seat Ibiza 1.9 stdi

ISUZU RODEO DENVER MAX PLUS 3.0TD

Mitsubishi Lancer Estate

2007 reg, 71,000 miles,
one years MoT, recent service,
4 new tyres.
Excellent condition.

£3,000 ONO

2005 reg, 64,000 miles,
8 months MOT, timing
belt done, 4 new tyres,
9 disc cd changer.

Auto, Blue, 2012,
60,000, FSH, New
Tyres, Leather Trim,
Immaculate.

£12,750
o.v.n.o. no VAT

£990

Tel: 01301 704212/07583 100137

Tel: 07786 543773

Tel: 07516 803 866

BMW Z4 Roadster, 2.2SE

Ford Transit 2.5 Diesel Countryman Motorhome

Toyota Previa

Excellent
condition inside
and out, with full
service history.

£4,000

For further details or viewing
contact Dave on 07879 812603

Governess Cart for sale

2 berth, 1994, power
steering, electric hook-up,
full size cooker, fridge,
microwave,
shower and cassette toilet,
hot and cold water.
MOT expires 06/07/2017.
Mileage - 92,330.

53 reg. 7 seater, MPV,
10 1/2 months MOT,
2.2 diesel, twin sliding
rear doors, folding
rear seats giving lots of
space. good condition
for year, good on fuel

£5000 o.n.o.

£950 o.n.o.

Tel: 01852 300213 (Isle of Seil)

Tel: 07554 571070

WANTED

WANTED

WANTED 4X4s FOR CASH

Call Carolyn on 01770 302777
(daytime) - Arran

All types of 4 x 4 vehicles,
Landrovers, Toyotas, Nissan, any
4 x 4 consiered, also non-runners,
failures, single or double cab.
Telephone 01250 884306
or mobile 07885 203020

WANTED

WANTED

All types of good quality 4 x 4 vehicles,
Landrovers, Mitsubishi, Kia, Ford etc
and all 4 x 4 pickups, must be good
condition and reasonable mileage. Older
4 x 4’s and non runners/MOT failures etc
considered. Will collect.

All 4 x 4s, old or new Toyota Hilux,
land cruiser, all pickups single or
double cabs, any condition, runner or
not, high miles no problem.

All types
of motor
homes and
caravanettes,
any age or
condition. We
also buy water
damaged or in
need of repair.
Also all types
of touring
caravans from
85 onwards.

All 4x4 Vehicles, all makes and models
wanted. Guaranteed best price, no
hassle, free collection anywhere.
Land Rover Defender, Discovery,
Freelander Range Rover, Vauxhall
Brava, Toyota Hilux, Land Cruiser,
Mitsubishi, Shogun, L200, Pajero,
Nissan Navara, Terrano, Patrol,
X Trail, Isuzu Trooper, Rodeo.
+ All other 4x4 Vehicles,
4X4 Pickups, etc. Single Vehicles or
fleet purchases.
Any age nearly new or old, any
conditions from perfect to written
off, non runners, rotten, no MOT, high
mileage, blown engine, overheating
etc. Cash in hand, no hassle, best cash
price guaranteed.

In need of
renovation.

Telephone 07546 788945

Tel 07703490572
ask for Robert

Telephone
01250 884306
or mobile
07885 203020

Call today on 07789855381

MOTORS
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16ft GRP Boat
with 5hp yamaha
2 stroke,
comes with oars
raulics and anchor.
With road trailer all
in good condition.

This tiny 70s British
electric vehicle
smashes
world speed record

A TINY British electric vehicle
from the 1970s has become the
world’s quickest street legal
EV in the hands of motoring
journalist and serial car
modifier Jonny Smith.
The Enfield 8000, a forgotten city car
built on the Isle of Wight in the oil crisis
era, stormed through the quarter-mile
sprint at Santa Pod on Saturday in a
record-smashing 9.86 seconds at an
average 121mph.

£1600

Originally boasting just 8hp, the car
dubbed the Flux Capacitor now packs
more than 800bhp, 1,200lbft of torque
and quietly rockets to 113mph in six
seconds.
To put that in perspective, it outpaces
modern supercars like the Lamborghini
Aventador, McLaren’s 650S, a Porsche
911 Turbo S, Nissan GT-R and even
Tesla’s incredibly capable P90D electric
car.
Jonny snatched the world record, which
stood at 10.25 seconds, from the car
that inspired him in the first place – an
electric converted old Datsun owned by
John Wayland from Portland, Oregon.
‘I’m in awe of what this little yellow
thing can cope with,’ said Jonny, who
has presented TV’s Fifth Gear since 2006
and approached Adrian Flux to sponsor
his dream four years ago.

01631 720414

1/5th share in a Jeanneau
Sun Odyssey 33.1 for sale.
Based Ionian, Greece.
Good syndicate est.
2002.

‘Despite so many racers telling me that
a 68-inch wheelbase car could never
safely go as fast as we wanted, the
Enfield has proved them wrong.
‘Originally the car was designed to drive
up to speeds of 40mph. Now it triples
the speed within quarter of a mile
without any aerodynamic alterations
– which is testament to the original
design.
‘The original designer, John Ackroyd,
spent a lot of budget on the
aerodynamics and went on to work with
Richard Noble on Thrust 2.

Further details from
Carolyn or Donald 01770 302777 (daytime)

‘The car never feels like it is out of its
comfort zone. To be honest, I have
disconnected the speedo, and just drive
it by feel. You quickly forget how small it
is when the lights go green. The instant
electric torque delivery is something I
have never experienced in over 15 years
of driving and testing sports cars.

RENOVATION PROJECT

28ft
Prospect
900

19

left-field enough to prove that David
certainly can beat Goliath. I’m deeply
thankful to all of the positive support
from my sponsors, without which I
couldn’t have achieved this at all –
Adrian Flux insurance, Hyperdrive, Gas
It, Vintage VDB watches, Castor Vali
global risk management and Andriaki
Shipping company.’
Jonny rescued the Enfield, then a flooddamaged write-off, four years ago, and
restored the car before adding 21st
century electric technology.
The car is powered by 188 lithium-ion
battery cells built into enclosures under
the bonnet and boot, generating 2000
amps and 400 volts to a pair of DC nineinch motors to drive the back wheels.
These batteries are normally seen
running the miniguns and starting the
engines of a Bell Super Cobra attack
helicopter, but built for the car by
Hyperdrive Innovations in Sunderland.
Despite reaching 100mph in under
six seconds and only being 112 inches
(2.8 metres) long, Jonny’s Enfield is still
road legal, tax exempt and London
congestion charge exempt.
As part of the drag racing series he
competes in, the Street Eliminator
entrants must prove their roadworthiness
as part of the qualifying process by way
of a mandatory 26-mile cruise around
Northamptonshire.
Being road legal means the
to run treaded tyres, and no
bars, which might help the
(1.7-metre) wheelbase to stay
under full acceleration.

car has
wheelie
68-inch
straight

But even without them, the Flux
Capacitor runs straight and true – and
very, very fast.

‘I set out to build a British electric hot
rod. I hope I’ve achieved something

£1,900
o.n.o.
Telephone: 07810 718528

WD Semple

These are just a small selection of cars currently in our showrooms
USED CARS
65/16 Dacia Sandero Laureate, DCi, 5Dr, Black, 200 Miles.........£9,995
65 Dacia Sandero Ambience, 1.5 DCi , 5Dr, Red,
Delivery Mileage ......................................................................£8,995
15 Renault Captur Dyn Nav DCi, 5dr, H/Back,
Silver/Black, 1850 Miles .........................................................£12,995
64 Renault Twingo DYN TCE SS, 3Dr ,White, 13,600 Miles................... £8,295
14 Dacia Duster Laureate, DCi, 4x2, Silver, 6500 Miles ........................£10,750
63 Renault Clio EXP+ 1.2, 5 Dr, H/Back, Grey, 22,000 Miles......£7,850
14 Renault Clio DYN M/Nav 1.2, 5 Dr Red, 10,850 Miles...........£9,250
62/13 Renault Megane DYN, 1.6, Coupe, Silver, 18,000 Miles...............£9,450
62 Renault Clio Dyn TomTom 1.2, 3 Dr H/Back,
Black, 11,000 Miles ..................................................................£6,250

NOW AVAILABLE

Scotland’s most established
Renault dealer New and Pre-Reg

12 Vauxhall Corsa, 1.4SE, 5Dr Grey, 55000 Miles...................................£4,950
61 Renault Wind Roadster, GT Line 1.6 Convertible, Black,
58,000 Miles ........................................................................................£5,250
59 Ford Focus 1.6 TDi Estate, Gray 93,000 Miles .......................£3,595
59 Nissan Note, Visia, 1.5, 5Dr, Blue, 65,000 Miles.....................£3750
09 Nissan Qashqai Visia, 1.6, Silver, 67,500 Miles.......................£5950
58 Citreon Berlingo 1.6, M-SP VTR 90, Silver, 76250 Miles............. £3,750
08 Renault Clio Campus, 1.2 5Dr, Silver, 56,000 Miles.......................... £2,350

COMMERCIALS

The New Dacia Range
from £5,995*

Renaults and Dacias
ready for immediate
delivery

11 Vauxhall Combo 1700 cdti, white, 61,000 miles .............£4,250+VAT
11 Renault Kangoo LL Maxi, DCO, White, 48,000 Miles ........£4,750+VAT
60 Vauxhall Vivara DCI Van .............................................£7,000 plus VAT
60 Renault Kangoo ML19, DCi, White, 54,000 Miles ............£4,500+VAT
08 Renault Master SWB, White......................................................... POA

Dacia Sandero = from £5,995*

LOWER PRICE VEHICLES UNDER £2000
Renault Scenic 1.6

Vauxhall Corsa 1.2

Renault Kangoo DCi

65 Renault Traffic SL27 Business+ DCi Silver, 10 Miles ......£13,750+VAT
15 Renault Traffic SL27 Business, DCi, White, 3900 Miles ..£12,500+VAT
62 Renault Traffic LL29 Sport, DCI, Black, 122,000 Miles .....£7,250+VAT

Dacia Sandero Stepway = from £8,395*

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO VIEW A MORE
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF VEHICLES ON OFFER
Any of our pre registered or used stock can
now be viewed in or around Campbeltown
Call for an appointment to view.

Dacia Duster = from £9,495*

Approved Renault Dealer

www.wdsemple.com
Inveraray - Shore Street.
Tel: 01499 302150 Fax: 01499 302281
Lochgilphead - Highbank Park.
Tel: 01546 606767 Fax: 01546 606272
Car & Van Hire from both branches.

Logan MCV Estate = from £6,995

FIND US

Sandero shown is a Laureate 1.2 16V 75 from £7,995.
sandero Stepway shown is a Laureate TCe 90 from £9,795.
Duster shown is a Laureate dCi 110 4X2 from £12,995.
Metallic paint optional on Sandero/Duster at £470.
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RECRUITMENT
Visit hijobs.net

FIND A JOB

SA/370 – Support Workers – Oban

Permanent – Part Time and Casual - £14,865 £15,546 pro rata - £7.73 per hour

SA/371 – Autism Practitioners - Oban

Permanent – Part Time - £16,842 - £19,063 pro rata
We have exciting opportunities within our West of
Scotland Services for enthusiastic and committed
Autism Practitioners and Support Workers with
an interest in developing a career working with
individuals on the Autism Spectrum.
To download an application form or
for more information please visit our website
www.scottishautism.org
Closing Date: 26th July 2016

ARDNAMURCHAN ESTATES LTD
Ardnamurchan Estates Ltd are recruiting
staff for full time positions as:
• Accounts/Office Clerk
• Process operators for woodfuel and
farm feeds operations
• Cook and hospitality staff
All positions are located on
Ardnamurchan Estates (Kilchoan/
Glenborrodale).
For further details please contact the
Estate Manager by email at
escape@west-highlands.co.uk

Applications are invited for the following post: -

CUSTOMER SERVICE ADVISOR
Connel Office

We are looking for a person with office experience
to work within our fuel distribution operation
department. Experience in processing customer
orders through to delivery would be advantageous.
A good telephone manner, customer care and
communication skills together with competent
computer skills and an aptitude to work with
figures is required. This position will also include
providing customer telephone sales support.
In the first instance, applications,
in writing only, giving brief details together
with a C. V. if available to: HR Department, Gleaner Oils Ltd,
Milnfield, Elgin, Moray, IV30 1UU
Or by e-mail to: hr@gleaner.co.uk

SIGN UP FOR JOB ALERTS

Regeneration Officer

Permanent
Interview date 31st August 2016

Trainee Regeneration Officer
35 hours per week
Salary: £23,397 - £27,526

Lochgilphead

Fixed term to 31st August 2019
Interview date 1st September 2016

Modern Apprentice

Lochgilphead

35 hours per week
Salary: £10,694 - £15,865
(depending on age)

Fixed term to 31st August 2019
Interview date 23rd August 2016

Finance Assistants (3 posts)
Salary £16,281 - £19,153

GET CAREER ADVICE

Lochgilphead

35 hours per week
Salary: £27,087 - £31,867

35 hours per week

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Lochgilphead

2 x Fixed Term to 30th June 2017
1 x Fixed Term to 31st December 2016
Interview date 22nd August 2016

For further details and to apply visit our website at www.acha.co.uk/recruitment
If you are unable to access the website contact the Recruitment Team:
Tel 01546 605917 or email recruitment@acha.co.uk
Closing Date for all posts:

ADVERTISE A JOB

Sign up for
job alerts
at hijobs.net
Looking for a new job?
4 Create a profile and

showcase your skills

4 Use your Facebook profile
4 Store up to 10 application
documents

4 Set up customised job alerts
4 Apply with your smartphone!

12 noon on Friday 5th August 2016

CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENT/
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Vacancies based at: Oban, Lochgilphead,
Fort William, Mull and Campbeltown
Responsible and interesting position for enthusiastic person who
enjoys a combination of outdoor yard and driving duties delivering
bottled gas cylinders, is able to undertake some computerised
office administrative duties and has customer care skills for dealing
with telephone enquiries and counter sales. 7.5 T licence, forklift
experience and ADR preferable. Flexible working hours considered.
Please email cv stating which depot vacancy you are applying for to
susan@argyllresources.co.uk or post to Argyll Resources,
John MacLachlan Ltd Head Office, Torrangorm Industrial Estate,
Oban, PA34 4PL. Tel 01631 566370

SIGN UP FOR JOB ALERTS hijobs.net
GP Exercise Referral Instructor
Lorn & Oban Healthy Options Ltd. F/T. Oban based

hijobs.net/job/41150

RECRUITMENT RECRUITMENT

Aldi Store Assistant, Oban
Flexible contracts from 15 to 30 hours per week

hijobs.net/job/41379

RECRUITMENT RECRUITMENT

VIEW ALL JOBS AT hijobs.net

RECRUITMENT

IN ASSOCIATION WITH HIJOBS

RECRUITMENT
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RECRUITMENT
Visit hijobs.net

FIND A JOB

SIGN UP FOR JOB ALERTS

Farming Administrator
Loch Etive, Taynuilt, Argyll
Dawnfresh Farming Ltd, part of the Dawnfresh Seafoods Group, is the
largest Trout Farming Company operating in the UK. Our Marine and
Freshwater farms are located throughout Scotland and Ireland.
A vacancy has arisen for an Administrator to join the team based at our
Loch Etive Trout Farm. You will support the work of the farm staff in providing friendly and office based services, including being the first point of
contact of the farm for all visitors and callers. You should have excellent
office administration skills along with expertise in Microsoft Office.
Key accountabilities of the role include:• Input data on to Meractus software programme giving farming control,
monitoring and planning;
• Maintain a rolling 6 month staff rota showing holidays, absence, etc;
• Keep employee records up to date and monitor and track absence;
• Learn and maintain knowledge of Codes of Good Practice on finfish
farming, Freedom Food, quality Trout UK & Global Gap standards;
• Maintain visitor site PPE clothing is fit for purpose & ready for use;
• Support and assist the Farm Managers with administrative tasks.

RECRUITMENT
RECRUITMENT

If you are interested in applying for this position please send your CV to:Jane McCusker,HR Department, Dawnfresh Seafoods Ltd, Bothwellpark
Industrial Estate, Uddingston, G71 6LS. Office: 01698 810008, E-mail:
hr@dawnfresh.co.uk
Closing date: 26th July

RECRUITMENT
RECRUITMENT

Farm Technicians
Carradale
Salary £18,485 to £23,451 plus overtime
We currently have vacancies for Farm Technicians at our seawater
site at Carradale. The positions are offered on a full time, permanent
basis.
The successful applicants will be required to carry out a variety
of duties including feeding, net changing and other general farm
tasks, and be willing to work flexibly to meet the demands of the
job. The positions will require working a 40 hour week on any five
out of seven days.
Applications are invited from individuals who have a positive
approach to this type of work and who are competent swimmers.
Experience is certainly an advantage although training will be
provided. A current driving licence is essential.
If you are interested in applying for these vacancies please submit
an application in writing, by the closing date of Friday 29th July
2016 to: Gillian Dempster,
Human Resources Advisor, Marine Harvest (Scotland) Limited, Stob
Ban House, Glen Nevis Business Park, Fort William, PH33 6RX.
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH

GET CAREER ADVICE

ADVERTISE A JOB

De-licing Systems Manager
(Salary will be matched to experience)
Marine Harvest Scotland is the largest producer of Atlantic salmon
in Scotland. The Company employs a workforce of over 600
throughout the Highlands and Islands and produces over 50,000
tonnes of salmon annually. Our farming operations are based
in Fort William and the Company prides itself in being a major
employer of skilled people and strives to produce high quality,
healthy and nutritious seafood in the most sustainable way.
Over the coming years Marine Harvest has announced plans to
invest over £100 million to integrate and grow its farming and fish
feed production business in Scotland. We are proud of our 50 year
heritage in the Scottish Highlands and Islands and the support we
have from local communities and our dedicated workforce.
This year has marked the arrival of new non chemical methods
in lice treatment. We currently operate 2 Hydrolicing machines.
A further 3 systems, including a Thermolicer, are due to be in
operation before October.
These machines are proving highly effective for the non chemical
removal and capture of sea lice. Operating 16hrs every day each
system has a dedicated crew of 4 who are further supported by
farm staff.
We are currently looking to recruit a suitably qualified, experienced
and highly motivated individual to pioneer and establish this major
new and specialised area of farming in Scotland. Reporting to
the Seawater Manager this role will be responsible for the coordination, man management, performance improvement and
technical development of this specialist service operation.
Applicants, who must already be experienced within the salmonid
industry, must have a demonstrable proven track record of having
installed and developed new techniques into farming operations.
Strong interpersonal, communication and first class organisation
and planning skills as well as the ability to problem solve and
motivate and achieve results through the success of others are
some of the key attributes required for this post. In addition,
applicants should have a full driving license and be prepared to
undertake significant travel as required.
In return the successful candidate will benefit from a salary
matched to experience, a specific performance incentive bonus
scheme, company vehicle and the opportunity to develop their
career through this exciting new and pioneering role.
If you have the drive, commitment and enthusiastic personality that
is required for this interesting, important and novel role, coupled
with the relevant experience, please apply in writing, no later than
Thursday 11th August, stating your reasons for applying and your
relevant skills and experiences to: Vicky Ferguson, HR Manager,
Marine Harvest Scotland, Stob Ban House, Glen Nevis Business
Park, Fort William, PH33 6RX
Informal enquires can be addressed to David MacGillivray,
Seawater Manager, Marine Harvest Scotland, Stob Ban House,
Glen Nevis Business Park, Fort William, PH33 6RX
E-mail: david.macgillivray@marineharvest.com

RECRUITMENT RECRUITMENT

RECRUITMENT
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PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS LOCALLY

Call 01586 554646 or 01546 602345 to advertise your business in our local services
WOODWORM TREATMENT SPECIALIST

PLUMBING & HEATING ENGINEERS

REMOVALS & STORAGE

CHIMNEY SERVICES

KENNETH CAMPBELL
• Specialist in woodworm treatment
• Dry and wet rot treated
• Penetrating and
rising damp

MACQUEEN
BROS LTD

Removals/Storage
& Self Storage

Full range of packing
materials
Glengallan Road
Oban, Argyll
PA34 4HG
Tel: (01631) 564848
www.macqueenbros.com

All joiner work undertaken
01586 553034
07798691128
TV SERVICES

DRUM LESSONS

COMPUTER SERVICES

30 YEAR
GUARANTEE

HOOK DATA
SERVICES
•Hardware, Software
•Advice, Repairs
•Consumables

Call in
or phone
Crinan Harbour by
Lochgilphead PA31 8SW
Tel: 01546 830157

TREE SERVICES

Scottish Field and receive a free
mountain bothy cushion from
Juniper and Jane worth £42.00*
ONLY

£9.99

A SUBSTANTIAL SAVING
ON A YEARLY COVER
PRICE OF £51.00

RING 01371 851868
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SUBSCRIBE to

Photographic

Orders
You can order photographs
published in this newspaper

email: icdtreeservices@yahoo.com
web: www.icdtreeservices.com tel:

A5 photograph: £4.41
A4 photograph: £6.76

PER QUARTER

Order from the relevant offices by filling in the coupon
below, quoting the code, shown alongside the picture

Scottish textile design studio Juniper and Jane is
based in West Kilbride, Ayrshire. Much of their time is
spent roaming Scotland’s wild places from which they
draw inspiration for their printed patterns.

Name ...........................................................................................................................
Address .........................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................

Textile Artist, Jane Hunter and designer, Sam Kilday
venture off the beaten track in a bid to find those
quiet, remote locations in which to absorb the natural
surroundings. Travels take the pair from craggy
coastlines, hearing only the sound of inquisitive seals
to lonely mountain corries in the hidden north, long
since abandoned by ice and man.

Picture code

Date of Paper

A5

No. of copies
£4.41 per photograph (inc.vat)

A4

No. of copies
£6.76 per photograph (inc.vat)

Juniper and Jane’s textile patterns evoke the true
character of Scotland’s wilderness in a contemporary,
illustrative style.
SCOTTISH FIELD

The mountain bothy cushion on offer is printed on
100% natural, unbleached cotton and comes complete
with a plump feather pad.
SCOTLAND’S QUALITY
LIFESTYLE MAGAZINE

OFC-OBC_sf07.indd 1

JULY 2016

For more information and worldwide subscriptions:
www.wyvexmedia.co.uk/subscribe

COUNTRY NEWS INTERIORS
GARDENS FOOD & DRINK
PROPERTY ANTIQUES
FASHION TRAVEL JULY
2016. £4.25

ALEXANDER
MCCALL SMITH

To find out more about Juniper and Jane’s fabrics, gifts
and home accessories visit: www.juniperandjane.co.uk

The celebrated author
on the uncommon
appeal of niceness

FR

*
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MAGAAR
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*UK

Total

ONLY

Payment can be made in cash or by cheque, (cheques to be made out to
Wyvex Media) To cover postage and packing 1 to 3 photos £1.30 extra charge,
4 to 5 photos £1.60 charge. Anymore is an extra £2 charge

Plus

A STUNNING
BORDERS
GARDEN
MAKING OF
THE MIKADO
THE FORGOTTEN
ARCTIC EXPLORER
BIRTHPLACE
PHOTOGRAPHOF
Y

Please send/bring your order to:

The alien wildlife
10 inva
ding Scotland
OF THE WOR
ST

CASTAWAY – Dumped
on an uninhabited Hebridea JULY 2016
island with no food or shelter,
how would we survive? n

*Price includes P&P
26/05/2016 10:54:14

The Oban Times
PO Box 1, Oban
Argyll,
PA34 4HB
Tel: 01631 568000

The Oban Times
Mamore House
Fort William,
PH33 6BA
Tel: 01397 703003

NEW SERVICES
• Cran Feed Wood Chipper
• Agir and Forest Topping/Mulching
• Grass Harrowing & Seed Box

Campbeltown Courier Argyllshire Advertiser
Courier Centre
Argyll Street
Campbeltown,
Lochgilphead
PA28 6AE
PA31 8NB
Tel: 01586 554646
Tel: 01546 602345

07788 816701
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www.westcoastclassifieds.co.uk

NOW ONLINE
ANTIQUES AND
COLLECTABLES
FRAMED OIL PAINTING
of old mill Fort William by
the late Douglas Jefferies,
canvass H 18”xW 22” plus
frame, £99.99 Telephone
01631 565143.
BABY EQUIPMENT
BUGABOO BEE PLUS
PUSHCHAIR comes with
knaki colour hood, rain
cover, newborn cocoon and
maxi cosi car seat adaptors
to turn it into a travel system,
£95 Telephone 07795
973802.
MAXI COSI FAMILYFIX
ISOFIX CAR Group 0+/1 car
seat base ﬁxed to isoﬁx bars.
In very good condition, £30
Telephone 07795 973802.
BICYCLES
FALCON KORA 26in wheel,
18 speed girls/ladies mountain bike with suspension.
Purple and white, £40
Telephone 01631 565224.
BUILDING / DIY
6 FULL SIZE WARDROBE
DOORS 600mm x 1800mm
and 6 quarter size wardrobe
doors, 400mm x 600mm.
Very good condition, £25
Telephone 07990 522537.
JEWSON HEAVY DUTY
mini block splitter cuts
standard 100mm x 200mm
blocks. Compact with
transportation roller, £65
Telephone 07769 717153.
WINDOW PLASTIC-GLASS
this is ex secondary glazing
clear plastic. 2 sheets
650mm x 98mm x 6mm. &
one sheet 650 x 98 x5mm.
Excellent for sheds etc, £15
Telephone 01586 820362.
CAR ACCESSORIES
BRAND NEW HEAVY DUTY
roof rack, width up to 127cm,
lockable. Suits car with roof
bars, £40 Telephone 07867
861957.
CLOTHES, SHOES
AND ACCESSORIES
ALL-IN-ONE
waterproof
suit(med), £8 Telephone
01631 562834 or 07879
028589.
DOMESTIC APPLIANCES
BREVILLE whole fruit juicer,
used once, still in box, £45
Telephone 01546 603245.
MORPHY
RICHARDS
bread maker, £15 Telephone 01546 603245.

SERVIS WASHER/DRYER
has had little use. (Lochgilphead), £75 Telephone 01546
600171.
TEFAL ACTIFRY in good
working order, £25 Telephone 01586 810183.
DOMESTIC PETS
REGISTERED
COLLIE
BITCH PUP ready now, black/
white and tan. Telephone Iain
McConnell 07825 038955.
FURNITURE
BEDSIDE CABINET white
bedside cabinet, £10 Telephone 07802 228393.
BRASS BEDSTEADS two
single brass bedsteads,
antique style, very good condition, £75 each Telephone
07825 507177.
DOUBLE BED a barely used
self assembly double bed
oak wooden headboard and
base, £15 Telephone 01586
820362.
FOLDING BED single,
metal frame, very good condition, £20 Telephone 07825
507177.
FREE
WARDROBE
DRAWERS bedside table
and dressing table, excellent
condition. Pick up Tarbert
asap.
Telephone 07909
966829.
SOFA BED brown fabric,
used once, £90 Telephone
07802 228393.
TABLE AND FOUR CHAIRS
drop Leaf, teak able and four
chairs, £75 Telephone 07802
228393.
TAN LEATHER SUITE comprising a 2 seater settee with
2 matching chairs. Excellent
condition, £250 Telephone
01631 564904².
TEAK NEST OF TABLES
glass topped, £35 Telephone
07802 228393.
TV STAND 3 glass shelves
and metal legs. Was £90, £20
Telephone 01586 810183.
GARDEN
CAST IRON RAIN HOPPERS for replacement use or
for garden planters. Getting
hard to ﬁnd now, £25 Telephone 01631 564578.
TOP SOIL loaded into your
trailer or tipper lorry, FREE.
Telephone 01631 564848
Call Ofﬁce Hours.
VICTORIAN
CHIMNEY
POTS various shapes and
colours, ideal garden planters
or ornamental features,
prices from , £40 Telephone
01631 564578.

Advertise your unwanted items in either The Campbeltown Courier, Argyllshire Advertiser or The Oban Times and your ad will also appear
online at www.westcoastclassiﬁeds.co.uk. Simply use the coupons on this page or visit the website and input your details there

VINTAGE CARTWHEELS
Edwardian/Victorian
from small to very large,
repainted for garden or
hotel display, prices start
at, £40 Telephone 01631
564578.
VINTAGE SMALL IMPLEMENT and wheelbarrow
wheels, freshly painted,
will make great garden
feature, £40 Telephone
01631 564578.

HOBBIES AND
CRAFTS
PEARLISED PAPER &
CARD White, Blue and
Pink colours in stock
available in A3/A4/A5 sizes, from 13p per sheet.
Contact Krisp Print. Telephone 01586 554975.
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
MUSIC CENTRE Acoustic
Solutions; SP101 ampliﬁer;
SP121CD player; SP111
DAB/FM Tuner+ Twin 15in
speakers also remote/aerial,
perfect w.o & vgc, £30 Telephone 01631 564684.

GARDEN MACHINERY
ELECTRIC
GARDEN
CULTIVATOR very good
condition, £30 Telephone
07769 717153.

KITCHEN AND
BATHROOM
SOFT CLOSE white toilet
seat/lid, still in box, £12
Telephone 01631 562834 or
07879 028589.

HEATING, FIRES
AND FIREPLACES

FISCHER
FUTURE HEAT
RADIATOR

LEISURE AND LIFESTYLE
NEW LEISURE BATTERY
12V 60AH plus 3.2kg gas
bottle with regulator & tubing. Plus sanitised ﬂushable
Porta-Potti, in very good
condition, £20 Telephone
01586 820362.

1100 Watts. 65W, 60H,
11D. New, still boxed
with wires. Thermostat,
cost over £1500 new.
Will accept offers
over £500.

Tel
07960
504683

MAIL ORDER
SCOTTISH
FIELD
CALENDARS,
featuring

spectacular photography of
some of our most scenic
lochs, rivers, beaches and
mountains. Places include:
Stirling, Fort William, Glencoe, Aberdeen, Isle of Skye,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Loch
Lomond, Kelso, Aviemore,
Forfar, Rum and Eigg,
Shetland, Glentrool and
Dryburgh. Always a popular
gift for family and friends
at home or abroad. Order
on-line at www.scottishcalendars.co.uk
OBAN TIMES WEST
HIGHLAND CALENDAR,
fabulous views of the West
Highlands portrayed in this
handy and conveniently
sized calendar. Places
include: Inveraray, Appin,
Oban, Seil, Isle of Mull,
Campbeltown,
Tarbert,
Machrihanish, Fort William.
Ideal for home ofﬁces or as
a gift. Order on-line at www.
scottishcalendars.co.uk
MARINE
ALUMINIUM 12’ MAST with
stainless steel stays, main
sail and spars. All in good
condition. Suit 10’6’ mirror
sailing dinghy, £40 Telephone 01852 300209 Easdale.
DROP KEEL RUDDER with
expandable handle. Boat
storage waterproof cover.
Suit mirror dinghy , £30
Telephone 01852 300209
Easdale.

INSHORE KAYAK old and
needs TLC, not holed, £40
Telephone 01852 300209
Easdale.
MISCELLANEOUS
ADJUSTABLE
METAL
DEN/CAGE with base,
vgc, £25 Telephone 07990
522537.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
BORSININ
SL4117M
ACCORDION
white
excellent keyboard. Musette tuning piccolo reid
giving straighter sound.
Will accept sensible offer,
£1000 Telephone 07747
017047².
TRUMPET AND TROMBONE
Corton
gold
coloured trumpet with
mouthpieces & mutes.
Hawkes & Son excelsior
silver trombone with new
mouthpiece, £20 Telephone 01586 820362.

the box, ideal for copiers,
lasers and fax machines.
Contact Krisp Print. Telephone 01586 554975.
RAFFLE TICKETS For
your prize draw, numbered and perforated to
your requirements. From
Krisp Print. Telephone
01586 554975.
WANTED
FIRM who can service and
check mobility scooter.
Make - Pride Colt. Tarbert.
Telephone 07501 306916².
LARGE CHEST FREEZER
in good working order. Telephone 01586 820210.

PHOTOGRAPHY
CAMERA
RUCKSACK
Scorpio Camera Rucksack with compartments,
£20 Telephone 01880
740506.

like us on

facebook
www.facebook.com/
argyllshireadvertiser
www.facebook.com/
campbeltowncourier

PRINTING AND
STATIONERY
PAPER & CARD A4/A3
size, sold in reams or by

ScottishField

®

2017

GOING THE
EXTRA MILE?
2017 NOMINATIONS

OPEN 1 AUGUST
Visit www.scottishruralawards.org for more details
OUR SPONSORS
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Thought for
the Week

CAMPBELTOWN COURIER, Friday 22 July, 2016

From our ﬁles:

with Marilyn Shedden
I was listening to Radio Four as I drove to Glasgow when a news item came on about a young
girl called Alma Deutchser. I soon became totally absorbed in the wonder of the story of this
young girl. Alma was born in 2005 and when
she was two she started playing the piano.
She could play the violin by age three and by
the time she was four she composed an opera
about a pirate called Don Alonzo.
When she was six she composed her full piano sonata and at seven she composed a short
opera called: The Sweeper of Dreams.
There followed various compositions for violin, piano and chamber ensembles.
Aged nine, Alma wrote a concerto for violin
and orchestra which she premiered in 2015.
Aged ten, Alma wrote a full length opera, Cinderella. A chamber version of the opera was
performed in Israel in 2015, and the full version
will be premiered in Vienna in December 2016.
I heard her interviewed and she came over
as a lively, articulate, charming and intelligent
young woman, yet with the freshness and enthusiasm of a child.
Her father said that when she was just three,
she heard a lullaby by Richard Strauss, and
came to him and said: ‘How can music be so
beautiful?’
Daniel Barenboim, who nurtures an orchestra
of young Israeli and Palestinian musicians, said
of her: ‘Everything that cannot be learned, she
already has.’
Alma has a zest for life and a desire to encourage young people to come together in the universal language of music.
At a time when our world is immersed in so
much violence and sadness, this is a noble ideal and one we should embrace.
Arthur O’Shaughnessy said: ‘We are the music makers and we are the dreamers of dreams.’
If only the world could sing the same song,
maybe the dream of peace would come true.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
JULY 26, 1991

Cash crisis hits visitor centre plan
UNLESS the community can raise
£6,500 in the next two weeks, the opportunity may be lost to create a visitor
centre at Carradale, which Argyll and
Bute Countryside Trust has been planning with the local community.
The trust has the promise of £9,500
from the Countryside Commission and
has to raise the balance of the district
valuer’s £16,000 price tag on the vacant
forestry buildings.
August 9 is the deadline for the trust
to exercise its option to buy at valuation cost before the property goes on
the market.
If the trust fails to meet the deadline
with the cash, then it may still make an
offer in the open market if the money
is raised later, but it may have to make
a higher offer.
Trust manager Bill Middlemiss said:
‘If we are able to secure the buildings,
we are aiming at opening next April,
operating with two paid staff and local
volunteers.’

FIFTY YEARS AGO
JULY 21, 1966

Cave artist’s daughter returns
THIS month, for the ﬁrst time in 32
years, Miss Dorothy McKinnon saw
the Davaar Island cave painting of the
Cruciﬁxion executed by her father,
artist Archibald McKinnon, almost 80
years ago.
For Miss McKinnon, it was a memorable and very moving return to the famous painting. She saw it last in 1934
when she accompanied her father on
his special mission to carry out restoration work on the picture.
Among those who accompanied her on
the short trip across the loch to Davaar
were Provost Duncan McMillan and the
Rev C Gillespie of the Christian Brethren, who was holidaying in the area.
Miss McKinnon said later: ‘It was so
wonderful to see it again after so many
years. I just looked at it for a while so
I could take it all in. Then Mr Gillespie suggested that it might be in keeping to sing the hymn When I survey the
wondrous cross and we all sang it
heartily. I will never forget it.’

Jolly hockey sticks

NEWSAGENT George McMillan told the Courier he was recently given a copy of the ﬁrst
magazine published by Campbeltown Grammar
School in 1938.
Inside were printed two team photographs and
pictured is the 1st XI hockey team. Mr McMillan, the last provost of Campbeltown before the
role was abolished, said: ‘A woman from Glasgow handed me a copy in the shop. I took it to
the Old Pals’ weekly meeting before handing it
back.’

ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO
JULY 22, 1916

Machrihanish ladies golf competition
IN RESPONSE to an appeal for ﬁnancial help from the secretary of the Lord
Roberts’ memorial workshops for disabled soldiers and sailors, the Machrihanish ladies golf club held a score
competition on Saturday July 15.
The entry was not so large as usual,
owing to so many playing members
being away doing war work of various
kinds.
Miss Campbell was winner with the
score of 77 less her handicap of 13 for
a net 64, and she received the pretty
little bronze medal bearing the inscription ‘Pro patria’, which was sent by
the committee of the aforementioned
organisation. Miss M’Kinley was
runner-up with the score of 84 less 19
for a net 65.
In the afternoon, clock golf, ladder golf and bridge were played in the
clubhouse grounds, for each of which a
small charge was made.
The handsome sum of £17 was collected for the above fund.
From back left:
J McCallum,
M Colville,
M Johnston,
H McArthur,
M Wareham,
B Durnin,
R McGougan,
F Shields,
M Armour,
E Grant,
C McCallum,
D Grumoli.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

T.A.Blair Ltd
Funeral Directors Est. 1978
& Monumental Suppliers
Agents for

find us on

facebook
www.facebook.com/
campbeltowncourier
www.facebook.com/
argyllshireadvertiser

Burnside Street, Campbeltown
Funerals carried out in Campbeltown,
Kintyre and throughout the UK
For personal attention assured at all times

Telephone Alasdair, Kenneth or Rhys

(01586) 552918 or Mobile 07810 443473
blairfunerals@btinternet.com

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS
YOUR attention is drawn to the following terms and conditions which
relate to the placing of advertisements in all publications owned by
Wyvex Media Limited.
Parties to this agreement are the Publisher, Wyvex Media Limited
Limited on the one part and the Advertiser on the other part. The
Publisher publishes newspapers, magazines, books and provides
advertising space therein or provides for the delivery of advertising
materials to the public within these publications.
1 Advertising copy shall be legal, decent, honest and truthful and
comply with the British Code of Advertising Practice and all other codes.
2 The Publisher does not guarantee the insertion of any particular
advertisement.
3 The Publisher reserves the right to cancel or alter the advertisement
by giving reasonable notice.
4 An order for an advertisement shall be deemed to be made on
acceptance of the advertisers’ order by the Publisher whether placed

by telephone, mail, fax or in person.
5 Cancellation of display advertising must be received by the
Publisher before the publishing deadline, failing which, the publisher
reserves the right to invoice the customer in full for the whole cost of
the advertisement.
6 The parties submit to the jurisdiction of the Scottish Courts and
Scots Law. In the event of any dispute or action by the Publisher to
recover payment from an advertiser, it is agreed that matters will be
settled in the Oban, Argyll Sheriff Court or such other Court as the
Publisher may choose.
7 The Publisher shall not be liable for any loss or damage occasioned
by any total or partial failure (however caused) of publication or
distribution of any newspaper or edition in which any advertisement
is scheduled to appear. In the event of any error, misprint or omission
in the printing of an advertisement or part of an advertisement, the
Publisher will either re-insert the advertisement or relevant part of

the advertisement, as the case may be, or make reasonable refund or
adjustment to the cost. No re-insertion, refund or adjustment will be
made where the error, misprint or omission does not materially detract
from the advertisement.
8 Errors must be notified to the Publisher in writing within fourteen
days of publication. In no circumstances shall the total liability of
the Publisher for any error, misprint or omission exceed the amount
of a full refund of any price paid to the Publisher for the particular
advertisement in connection with which liability arose or the cost of a
further or corrective advertisement of a type and standard reasonably
comparable to that in connection with which liability arose.
9 The Advertiser/Advertising Agency agrees to indemnify the
Publisher in respect of all costs, damages or other charges falling
upon the publication as the result of legal actions or threatened legal
actions arising from the publication of the advertisement in any one or
more of a series of advertisements published in accordance with copy

instructions supplied to the publication in pursuance of the Advertiser/
Advertising Agency order.
10 Adverts under the value of £75 must be paid on acceptance of order
by the Publisher. All advertising on a credit basis must be agreed with
the Publisher in advance.
11 Payment of any invoice raised by the Publisher will be due 15
days from the date of invoice or as otherwise directed on the invoice.
In the event of non-payment the Publisher may charge late payment
interest at a rate of 2% and this is chargeable on a daily basis from the
due date until the bill is paid. In addition the Publisher may charge a
late payment levy of £10 as an administration fee. In the event of late
payment the Publisher reserves the right to disallow any discounts given
and to raise an additional invoice for the discount which will be treated
as though it has been raised with the original invoice.
12 A request to insert an advertisement assumes acceptance of our
conditions.
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TEXT

FOR THE WEEK

‘If any of you lacks wisdom,
he should ask of God …’
(James 1:5).

ENGAGEMENTS

ANDERSON FRIER
After a whirlwind
romance of just 12
years, both families
are delighted to
announce the
engagement of Aaron,
son of Heather
Williams and Russell
Anderson to Jilly,
daughter of John and
Arline Frier.
DEATHS
CAMPBELL
Peacefully at Ardfenaig
Residential
Home,
Ardrishaig, on July 13,
2016, Miss Mary Janette
Macdonald Campbell, in
her 73rd year, formerly
of MacKellar Buildings,
Lochgilphead and of 26
Balliemore, Kilmichael
Glassary. Daughter of
the late Jessie, and much
loved sister of Andrew
and dear sister in law
of Sally. Loving aunt to
Darren and Rachel, and
great aunt to Elizabeth
and William. A treasured
and much loved niece of
the late Willie and Jeannie
MacKenzie and dear

cousin to all the family.
Funeral service was held
in the Lorne Street Funeral
Parlour, Lochgilphead on
Wednesday July 20, 2016,
followed by interment at
Achnabreac
Cemetery.
Sadly missed.
MACCALLUM
Tragically on July 8, 2016,
Peter James MacCallum,
aged 17 years, of
Barsloisnach
Home
Farm, Kilmartin. Much
loved son of Alasdair
and Sheila MacCallum,
adored brother of Anna
and the late Craig. Dearly
loved grandson, nephew
and cousin to all the
family. Former pupil
of Lochgilphead High
School and a popular and
dear friend to many in the
wider community. Funeral
ceremony will take place
from Lochgilphead Parish
Church on Monday July
25, 2016, at 1pm. Family
ﬂowers only please. A
retiral collection will
be offered in lieu of
ﬂowers. All friends are
respectfully invited to
attend.
McCALLUM
Peacefully
at
Auchinlee Care Home,
Campbeltown, on July
13,
2016,
Margaret
McConachy Campbell,
in her 92nd year,
formerly of Castleacres,
Campbeltown,
dearly
beloved wife of the late
Ronald McCallum, much
loved mum of Elizabeth
and Fiona, mother-inlaw of Bob and Donald,
loving granny of Craig,
Richard, Jennifer and
Louise and a loved sister
and aunt.

SELFRIDGE
Peacefully
at
her
home, 5a Burns Brae,
Lochgilphead, on July 15,
2016, after a long illness,
borne bravely, Mary
Grace Selfridge, nee
MacGregor, in her 55th
year. Much loved and
loving mum of Leona,
and adored granny of
Megan, Keira and Aimee.
Dear mother in law of
Gary. Loving partner
of Jim. Dear sister of
Margaret, Katie and
Jocky. A dear auntie and
cousin to all the family. A
good neighbour and dear
friend to many. Funeral
service will be held at
Cardross Crematorium on
Tuesday July 26, 2016, at
1.15pm. Family ﬂowers
only please. Donations,
if desired, to Marie Curie
Cancer Care.
IN MEMORIAMS
JOHNSTON
In
memory of Ian (Chic),
who died July 25, 2008.
- Hamish and Kenneth.
WILSON - In loving
memory of Davie, died
July 23, 2007. All our
love, Isobel and Gordon.
WILSON - Treasured
memories of a precious
dad
and
grampa,
Davie, died July 23,
2007. Missed always.
- Stewart, Heather, Kerry
and Louise.
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CHURCH NOTICES
NORTH KNAPDALE
PARISH CHURCH
Charity Number SC001002

George Street, Campbeltown

Sunday 24th July
11.15am Worship Service
Rev Rick Downs
Wednesday 27th July
12.30pm Bible Study
and Prayer
All Welcome
www.campbeltownfreechurch.co.uk
Scottish Charity Number: SCO09980

lochgilphead
baptist church
Pastor Derek Gibson
All Welcome
Sunday 24th July 2016
Morning Service 11am
Scottish Charity SC015187

LIVING STONES
CHRISTIAN
CENTRE
KILMARTIN
Sunday 24th July 2016
11.00am
Worship Service for all ages
followed by a light lunch
Speaker - George Stewart
‘Thy Rod and Staff’
Tuesday 26th July 2016
7.30pm
Prayer, Word and Sharing
All Welcome

Sunday 24 July
Bellanoch Church
Morning Worship 11:30 am
Saturday 23 July
Coffee Morning 10:30 am
Tayvallich Hall
Monday 25 July
Tayvallich Church
Prayer time 10:30 am
All welcome
Enquiries 01546 606926
www.argyllcommunities.
org/nknapdalecofs

SKIPNESS LINKED
WITH TARBERT
LOCHFYNE AND
KILBERRY

Argyll Street, Campbeltown
St Kiaran Episcopal Church:
Campbeltown
Scottish Charity No SC023277

Sunday 24th July

Tenth Sunday after Pentecost
Holy Communion 10.45am
Details of services are on the
church door.
Enquiries Tel: 01586 551141
The Scottish Episcopal Church
is a Province of the Worldwide
Anglican Communion

CHURCH OF
SCOTLAND
Sunday 24th July 2016
Skipness Service 10.00am
Marilyn Shedden
Tarbert Service 11.30am
Rev. Margaret Anderson
Kilberry Service 2pm
Christopher Thornhill

For all church enquiries and
pastoral care
Contact Rev. Hilda Smith, Interim
Moderator on 07826 235735
Everyone very welcome

Sunday Service
11.00 am
with Sunday School
followed by refreshments
Pastor Chris Holden
mainly music
10.00 – 11.30 am
every Thursday (term time only)
Registration required
We meet at the Guide Hall,
Kinloch Road
www.campbeltowncommunitychurch.co.uk

Tarbert & Kilberry SCO02622
Skipness SCO04280

SCO02493

Sunday 24th July 2016

The service will be conducted by
Rev Catriona Hood
And will be held in the Church
at 11.15 am
All are welcome to come along

LORNE AND
LOWLAND
PARISH CHURCH
Scottish Charity Number
SCO11686

Sunday 24th July
10.00am Informal Service in
the Church Hall
Service in church 11.15am
Creche
Rev P Wallace
Tuesday 26th July
Tiny Tots New Hall 9.45am

Campbeltown Corps
Church and Community Centre

Burnside Street, Campbeltown
01586 552046
SC043322

CHURCH OF
SCOTLAND

GLASSARY
KILMARTIN
and FORD
PARISH
CHURCH

EQy
ScottishField

®

LOCHGILPHEAD
PARISH CHURCH
Sunday 24th July

11.00 am WORSHIP SERVICE
Rev. Hilda Smith
All Welcome

Every Wednesday

10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Drop-In Cafe
More info. at
www.lpchurch.co.uk

Sunday 24th July 2016
Sunday Worship
Ford 10.00am
Rev. C. R. Acklam
All welcome
SC0 02121

SCOTTISH
EPISCOPAL
CHURCHES
Christ Church
Bishopton Road,
Lochgilphead (SC013787)

Sundays

SCOTLAND’S PREMIER EQUESTRIAN MAGAZINE

FREE WITH JULY’S

ScottishField

®

ST MARGARET’S
R.C. CHURCH
LOCHGILPHEAD
Holy Mass Sunday 10am
ALL SAINTS, INVERARAY
Holy Mass Sunday 12.30pm
ST KIERAN’S CAMPBELTOWN
Saturday 5pm Fr. David Connor
01546 602380
All Welcome (SCO002876)

11.00 am
Eucharist & Coffee
St. Columba, Poltalloch
(SC031391)
1st Sunday of the month
9.00am Holy Communion
3rd Sunday of the month
6.00pm Evensong
Father Simon Mackenzie
01546 602315

CHURCH OF
SCOTLAND
ARDRISHAIG
AND
SOUTH KNAPDALE
PARISHES
Sunday 24th July
“It is good to sing praises
to our God”
Services in
Achahoish at 9:45am
Ardrishaig at 11:00am

Sunday Services
10.30am Morning Worship
6.30pm Evening Worship
All welcome

SPRINGBANK
EVANGELICAL
CHURCH

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND
WEST LOCHFYNESIDE
Sunday 24th July 2016
Cumlodden Lochfyneside and
Lochgair
Charity No. SC016097

Minister:
Rev. Dr. Roderick D. M. Campbell
Morning Service
In Cumlodden Church at 10 am
Glenaray and Inveraray
Charity No. SC016665
Morning Service
in Inveraray Church at 11.30 am
ALL WELCOME

75 Longrow, Campbeltown
Sunday 24th July 2016
11am Family Communion Service
Wednesday 27 July
12.30pm at the Free Church
Joining in fellowship with
Campbeltown Free Church for
Prayer and Bible Study
For details, contact the church
ofﬁce on 01586 551200 or the
Church Secretary on
0586 551237.
www.springbankchurch.co.uk
SCO14646
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Anderson overcomes ﬁve-shot
deﬁcit to claim mixed singles
GARY ANDERSON
produced an almighty
comeback in the last
two ends to recover a
stunning victory.
Campbeltown Bowling Club held the Peninver Sands-sponsored
mixed singles on Sunday July 10, which attracted a good entry of
the club’s singles exponents.
The round robin sections were played in
atrocious conditions,
with the Stronvaar

green threatening to
ﬂood making underfoot conditions precarious to say the least.
The rain stopped in
time for the semi-ﬁnals between Robert
Hendrie and Dugald
Graham, and Gavin
McLachlan and Gary
Anderson.
Challenge
Gary duly saw off
Gavin’s challenge with
an end to spare, but it
took an extra end in
the other game before

Dugald booked his
place in the ﬁnal.
Gary’s
prospects
looked bleak in the early ends when he faced
a ﬁve-shot deﬁcit, but
he pulled back in the
penultimate end, producing three bowls
within inches of the
jack to deservedly win
the competition.
President
Steven
Dickson and Robert
MacCallum, on behalf
of Peninver Sands, presented the prizes.
From left: S Dickson, G McLachlan, D Graham, G Anderson, R MacCallum and R Hendrie.

Midges make for terrible time (keeping)
AS RUNNERS raced
around Lussa loch
timekeepers
spent
more than 30 minutes trying to ignore
massed midges.
Apart from the biting
insects, at the recent
third race in the 2016
South Kintyre Sports

Council (SKSC) 5K
handicap series, conditions were good for
personal bests with
little wind across the
course.
First across the line
was Katy McDonald
– 27:31, with Stuart
McGeachy recording

the best time 17:08.
Below is a full list of
timings although results will not be ﬁnalised until the end
of the ﬁve-race series in September: Stuart McGeachy 17:08,
Drew Dutton 18:42,
Gregor
Campbell
18:48, Tommy Morran 19:03, Stephen
Blackstock 20:08, Jennifer Martin 20:15,
Grant
Edmonson
20:20, Stewart Ireland
20:39, John Galbraith
21:18, Emma Morran
21:23, Jennifer Reid
21:26, Jimmy Anderson 21:30, Euan Charlwood 22:13, James
McEachran
22:20,
Ryan Shields 22:22,

Neil John MacPhail
22:24, Elaine Fraser
22:31, David Leishman 23:35, Jocelyn
Richard 23:36, Kerry O’May 24:02, Sarah McFadzean 24:09,
Ali Millar 24:40, Ruairidh Campbell 24:48,
Susan Turner 25:34,
Frances
Valentine
25:46, Lorraine McDonald 25:47, Margaret Sinclair 26:46, Alix
Geyer 26:53, Violet
Campbell 26:55, Katy
McDonald 27:31, Mairi McKillop 28:15, Rachel McGeachy 28:28
and Sarah Campbell
31:29.
The next race is on
Tuesday August 2 at
Pennygown.

Jim Stewart Memorial Cup winners: skip Kenny Kerr, Stuart Blue
and lead Tosh and runners-up: skip D Reid, David Allen and John
Mason. 25_c30memorial01

Sunny Sunday afternoon for
Jim Stewart Memorial Cup
FIVE friendly bowl- Stewart
Memorial
ing teams from both of match on Sunday.
Campbeltown’s clubs
Honoured
played the annual Jim
On a balmy after-

Bowling the jack. 25_c30memorial02

noon at Argyll Bowling Club winners:
skip Kenny Kerr, Stuart Blue and lead Tosh
said they were honoured to lift the cup after a 9-1 victory.
It was a one-sided ﬁnal as runners up: skip
D Reid, David Allen
and John Mason initially went 1-0 up before going 8-1 down
with one end to play.
Reid burned the last
but one end with his
best shot of the day but
it was to no avail.

Carradale take part in Argyll and Bute Cup

Katy McDonald was first across the line.

Second on the
night was Rachel
McGeachy.

Third home Sarah
Campbell.

25_c29skschandicap01

25_c29skschandicap02

25_c29skschandicap03

THE annual Argyll and Bute Cup
will take place in Lochgilphead on
Saturday August 6.
Holders Oban Saints have been
drawn in Section Two alongside
Glasgow Islay, Dunoon and Tarbert.
Section One comprises host club

Lochgilphead Red Star, Rothesay
Brandane, Kilchoman Islay and
Carradale.
The tournament gets under way
at 10am, with games being played
at the Ropework Park and on the
3G pitch at Lochgilphead Joint
Campus.
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Results of pony club show held at
Skipness
YOUNG riders put
their horses to the test
at a Skipness event
for show jumpers of
the future. The Argyll South branch of
the Pony Club showcased its new jumps in
a course for all levels
to enjoy. The optional clear round course
gave all riders the opportunity to get acquainted with the new
jumps and ﬁllers before the timed competition round.
The working hunter
course was very popular and in the spirit of the day, riders
received encouragement and instruction
if required, to enable
them to achieve a clear
round.
A spokesperson said:
‘It was a great opportunity to gain experience of this discipline.
Lots of riders enjoyed a second round
to make sure that they

got it just right. Pony
club games were mainly enjoyed by younger
riders.’
The handy pony challenge set out for all
ages, a fun but complex obstacle course
which required, although, possibly without some of the younger riders knowing
because they were having such fun, both control and good horsemanship.
The prizes, by rider’s
name followed by the
pony, were as follows:
Overall trophies: Non
members Isla MacDonald – Misha, Members – junior: Morgan
Sinclair – Savannah,
Members – senior:
Tabitha James – Sleele.
Showjumping: Stars
of the future – low:
1 Isla MacDonald
– Meesha, 2 Robyn
Macﬁe – Tony and 3
Cara Cameron – Holly. Stars of the future

Jadie Baillie competing on Cruise.
– 30cm: 1 Georgia Foster – Sapphire, 2 Rebecca Baillie – Aero
and 3 Isla MacDonald
– Meesha. Newcomers
– 50cm: 1 Lolly Johnson - Brooklyn, 2 Geor-

SPOT THE BALL

gia Foster – Sapphire
and 3 Josephine Boase
– Rapsody. Discovery –
70cm: 1 Shanon MacDonald – Blue, 2 Jadie
Baillie – Cruise and 3
Gillian Rennie – Jil-

ly. Grand prix - 80cm:1
Debbie Swan – Mhairi, 2 Tabitha James –
Lottie and 3 Kathryn
McGeachy – Nicole.
Handy pony – lead
rein, under 10 years: 1

Isla MacDonald – Meesha, 2 Cara – Holly and
3 Kayla Willan – Loui.
Handy Pony – under 13
years: 1 Iris MacMillan – Fergus, 2 Jordan
Rennie – Conal and 3

Sky McLachlan – Faelyn. Handy Pony – 13
to 15 years: 1 Morgan
Sinclair – Savannah, 2
Katie MacKay – Conker and 3 Anna MacCallum – Lilly.

Please ensure when cutting out your coupon that the reference targets are intact. Failure to do so may invalidate your entry.

THIS WEEK’S JACKPOT £2550

LAST
WEEK’S
BALL
WAS
HERE. . .

This week’s
nearest the ball
winners, who each
receive £25 are:
P McMillan
Tarbert, Argyll
&
M MacNeill
Isle of Gigha

All you have to do
We have removed the football from the photograph opposite.
Now look carefully at the position of the players and use your
skill and judgement to place a cross at the exact point where
you think the centre of the ball was. You may have a maximum
of 10 attempts on this coupon at a cost of £1. If you wish to
have more attempts, you must enter on separate coupons.
The game starts with a jackpot of £250 and will increase by
£50 per week until it is won outright.
To win the jackpot, the centre of your cross must be in the
exact centre of the ball.
Entry will be void if crosses overlap. Prizes will be shared
between those submitting correct entries.
If no correct entry is received, two ‘near miss’ prizes of £25
will be awarded. When the jackpot is won, no other prizes will
be awarded that week.
Easy to enter
Cut out your completed coupon and put your entry plus £1
per 10 attempts into a sealed envelope and post it to reach
"Spot the Ball" Competition, The Campbeltown Courier,
Courier Centre, Main & Longrow South, Campbeltown, Argyll
PA28 6AE by 4pm on Tuesday. No refunds will be given for
entries received after the deadline. You may hand it into The
Courier Centre, Main & Longrow South, Campbeltown by the
same time. Otherwise all entries must be posted.
Competition Rules
No responsibility will be accepted for entries which are delayed,
mislaid or lost, and proof of posting cannot be accepted as
proof of delivery.
The company’s decision will be final on all matters relating to
the competition and no correspondence will be entered into.
The final decision rests with the Company.
In the event of more than one correct entry, the jackpot will
be shared equally between all winning entries. Any decision
regarding the awarding of a prize is entirely at the discretion
of the Company.
The Company reserves the right to declare the competition
null and void at any time, subject to its discretion and to make
full refund of the price of the coupon to any person who has
entered the competition at that time.
Employees of The Oban Times Limited, their immediate
relatives and any persons otherwise connected with the
competition are ineligible to enter.

Name ...................................................................................................................
Address ...............................................................................................................
.......................................................................... Tel No. .......................................
I enclose £1 for 10 crosses (tick box)  The maximum number of attempts on this coupon is 10, but you
may enter on separate coupons as many times as you wish. No photocopies allowed. You agree to abide
by the rules. How to enter: Mark your crosses using a ballpoint pen. Ten crosses may be put on this coupon
for £1. Crosses must not overlap Send to ‘Spot the Ball’ Competition, Campbeltown Courier, Courier Centre,
Main & Longrow South, Campbeltown, Argyll PA28 6AE

Please
tape your
£1 coin here
(if posting)
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Craig Kerr in action. 25_c30openpairs05

All the players who took part in the open
pairs. 25_c30openpairs02

WITH two ends to
go in Argyll Bowling Club’s open pairs
competition, a decisive
bowl trailed the jack
into the ditch giving
the eventual winners a
three-shot lead.
Despite a low turnout
and poor weather in the

won convincingly by
John McLachlan and
Bobby Mathieson. The
pair’s vast experience
allowed them to make
their way through a
tough group featuring
formidable teams.
The second group
was a close affair fea-

INSIDE THIS WEEK:
Results of pony
club show held at
Skipness

Trailed jack secures
open pairs win
early part of the afternoon, bowlers enjoyed
a fantastic day with
eight teams entered.
The format was of
two groups of four
with the winner of each
group going through to
the ﬁnal.
The ﬁrst group was

Gavin McLachlan and Lee Allen who had their third trial for
Scotland’s U25’s on Sunday. 25_c30openpairs01

turing a head-to-head
game in the ﬁnal between Gordon Graham
and Craig Kerr versus
Grant Grant, and Gary
Grumoli with both
pairs winning their ﬁrst
two games.
With the scores tied
at 6-6 and three ends
to play it looked like it
would go to the wire,
but some great play
from young skip Craig
Kerr gave his team six
shots in two ends to see
them through to the ﬁnal.
A close ﬁnal was expected after both pairs
had played good bowls
in the group stage.
However the ﬁnal
was almost over after the ﬁrst two ends
with McLachlan and
Mathieson lying six
shots in both ends before Kerr reduced it to
one shot in the ﬁrst end
and burning the second
end.
Both pairs exchanged
ends until the score
was 5-5 with two ends
to play when a decisive bowl was played

Open Pairs finalist’s were from back left: Gordon Graham, Craig
Kerr, John McLachlan and Bobby Mathieson. From sponsors the
Royal British Legion of Scotland are Geoff Spree and Ewan Lang
and centre club vice president Donnie McCrimmon holds Grace
McCoubrey representing Newgrove Furniture. 25_c30openpairs03
by Kerr to trail the
jack into the ditch. It
gave him and Graham
a three-shot lead with
one end to play.
Knowing their opponents needed at least
three for a tie, Graham
and Kerr played more
defensively in the last
end and only conceded one shot to given
themselves an 8-6 victory and the Open Pairs
trophy.
A spokesperson said:
‘Many thanks to our
sponsors: Newgrove
Furniture, Fona Taxis and Campbeltown
branch of the Royal
British Legion Scotland and to RBLS for
presenting the prizes.

No Mach lottery winners

THERE were no winners of this week’s Machrihanish Golf Club lottery.
The winning numbers were 4, 5 and 13.
The next draw, on July 18 will have a jackpot of £200

Islay Golf Club results

THE 19th Challenge, Sunday July 17: 1 B
Davies, 39 pts; 2 C Holyoake, 37 pts; 3 R
Quail, 36 pts.
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